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I.ÍECIIANICATJ STRESS IN THE TEMPOROI{ANDIBULAR iTOINT (TI'ÍJ)

The control of mechanical stresses in a synovial joint ís

considered important for the longevity of the joint. Factors

such as growth and congruence of the osseous surfaces, the

nininization of joint loads, and the load distribution and

lubrication properties of the TMJ disc were evaluated for

their ability to linit the magnitudes of stress in the TMJ.

Using the osteological remains of individuals between the

ages of birth and twenty-five years, in conbination with a

numerical rnodel of rninimal- joint loading, theoretic stresses

in the TMJ were determined for conditions of isometric biting

on the molar and incisor teeth. The average stresses in the

TIiLI were found to be of the same rnagnitude as reported in the

literature for limb joints. However, the Ìack of congruity

between osseous surfaces in the TMJ resulted in theoretic

Iocal stresses which were two to three tirnes the rnagnitude of

the average stresses. fn vitro experimental techniques were

developed to determine the ability of TMJ discs to distribute

normal loads over incongruent surfaces, anl to evaluate the

Iubrication characteristics of the disc. The domestic pig was

used as a model. During normal loading, stress concentrations

of varying magnitudes were found to exist for all discs. The

nagnitude of peak stresses depended on disc thickness.

Friction on the disc surface was affected by the duration of

ií
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loading, the hydration of the disc,- and the irnpulse energy of

an inpact load.

The results showed that there are conditions in which the

TMJ disc and growth of the osseous surfaces do not prevent

high local stresses. overall, stress control in the TMJ

appears to be unstable due to the lack of neural monitors of

mechanical stress in the articular tissues.
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I.ÍECEAI¡ICÀIJ STRESS AITD TEE TEI{PORO!,ÍAìTDTBUIJAR''OTNT

1.1 Introduction

In the practice of dentistry, the dentist has occasion to
see patients who seek help due to discomfort and dysfunction

of the jaw. fn some cases, it is the synovial joint of the

jaw, the Tenporomandibular Joint (TMJ), which is the source

of the patientrs distress. There is hope on behalf of both

patient and dentist that, treatment will be successful in
alleviating pain and restoring normal function. fn most cases

of degenerative joint disease of the TI'ÍJ, given a period of
time of one to three years, pain from the joint slow1y goes

away and acceptable function returns to the joint (Ogus,

1979-80). The relief of pain and resunption of function is
due to the natural course of the disease (frby and Zetz, 1993)

rather than due to any particular form of therapy perforned by

the dentist. In some instances the pain and dysfunction is
chronic, and is never resolved to the satisfaction of the

patient.

The current lack of success in treating degenerative

ternporomandibular joint disease has helped focus research on

the identification of individuals who have the potential for
developing degenerative joint disease of the TILI (Carlson et
âI., 1985). There is the hope that by earlier identification
of such individuals, prevention witl be a more successful

1
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form of therapy than treating degenerative joint disease of
the TMJ after it occurs.

the early ident,ification of individuals who are prone to
degenerative joint disease of the TMJ is hampered, in part, by

inadequate understanding of the processes which urtinately
result in the disease. rt is agreed that the health of
synovial joints, such as the TMJ, depends in 1arge measure on

the contror of mechanicar stresses which occur during the

function of the joint (Ogus, 1,979-1980; To1ler, L973¡

Pullinger and Seligiman, L9g7) . In a synovial joint, the

magnitude of nechanical stress is proportionar to the

nagnitude of the load which pushes the articurating surfaces

together. The magnitude of stress is also inversely
proportionar to the area of the road bearing surfaces and,

therefore, is a function of the relative shapes of the

contacting surfaces.

Mechanical stresses are needed for the normal development

of the anatomy of a synoviar joint, and for the maintenance of
the hearth of the hyarine cartilage or fibrous connective

tissue rining the. articurar surfaces. The deveropnent of
normar anatomy of the Tl{J is critically dependent on the

temporospatial distribution of stress, which selectively
stinulates the bone forrning cells to produce the osseous

morphology of the mature joint (Copray et al., LgB3,

1-985a,b,c,d; Nickel et al., 1988b). Stress and the resulting
defornation are factors in the generation of a fluid transport

2



system which moves- netabolites through the articular
cartilage. The movement of fruid is neededr âs well, to
produce the lubricat,ion which gives very low resistance to
movement of a joint.

Àlthough it is inportant to have some stress to naint,ain
Tlfil hearth, degenerative disease of the Tt[.I can be produced by

stresses of long duration or high freguency, or by abnormally

high stresses. Abnormally high stresses can be produced by

excessivery rarge roads, which increase the generar (average)

stresses in the articurar linings. High stresses can arso be

produced, during normal loading, by incongruent joint surfaces

which produce a condition of stress concentration (Figure

1.1). Local stresses due to stress concentration can be very
Iarge, but the general (average) stresses remain virtuatly
unchanged.

Theoreticarly, there are two general nodes of init,iating
cartirage fail-ure, namery trauma and fatiguêr which eventually
manifest as joint disease. stress is a conmon factor, but

each mechanism is considered to be different due to the tine
required.to produce the damage. with respect to trauma, the
rate'of application. of road, and the consequent, pressure

gradient, will determine if damage occurs to the connective
tissue of the joint. Fatigue, on the other hand, is a

conseguence of long term use of the joint, and is more rikery
to occur in a joint, which is used more. oftenr or sustains
greater stresses. The complex interplay between these

3



Ðechanisms of fatignre and trauma conplicate the understanding

of the development of degenerative joint disease. Microtraurna

(zarb and carlsson, L979) nay damage the cartilage of the
joint in a manner so as to reduce fatigue life of the
cartilage.

facilitated by microtrauma, is currentry considered to be the
¡nost conmon structurar event in the early expression of
degenerative joint disease of the TMJ.

The previous discussion has noted the importance of
nechanicaÌ stress in both the normal deveropment and

naintenance of joint hearth, as well as in the degenerative
processes of the joint. The rong term hearth of the joint is
dependent on nechanisns which reduce the magnitude of stress
and, hence, increase the tikerihood of continued good health
of the articurating components. The objective of this project
is to measure the effectiveness of mechanisns vhich reduce the
magnitude of stress in the TMJ. The mechanisms that were

evaluated were the growth of the roading areas of the joint
surfaces, the age-related changes in joint loading, and the
role of the TMJ disc in road distribution and lubrication. rn
ehapter 2, a theoretical anarysis is presented to support the
Ërypothesis of coordination of the neuromuscurar system and

joint surface development, in reducing TMJ stress. Às

described in chapter 2, data obtained from osteological
remains were used with a numerical model of TMJ loading to
denonstrate coordination of load contror factors and

4
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deveropnental factors, and the subsequent, age-related
increases in the generar stresses in the TMJ. rn chaptet 2,

evidence of site specific joint surface incongruities is also
presented. The consequences of these incongruities are that
theoretical rocal stresses are considerabty higher than
general stresses.

Ex¡rerirnents to determine the normal load distributing
properties of the T¡{J disc are reported in chapter 3. A

comparison is presented betr.¡een the natural disc and two disc
analogiues. A theoretical moder is also presented to herp

e>rplain the potential role of the disc in the development of
rocar perturbations to the surface anatomy of the condyle.

chapter 4 addresses the rore of the disc in reducing
tensile and shear stresses across the surfaces of the joint,.
rn chapter 4, frictional properties of the surfaces of the TMJ

disc are described together with the conditions under which

lubrication by the disc nay be compromised.

Ttre experimental portion of the work, âs presented in
chapter 3 and 4, focussed on the TMJ disc. The disc was

chosen for stress analysis prinariry because of lack of
information describing the mechanicar properties of the disc,
and because the disc seems to be the first ,victimr in the
earry stages of degenerative joint disease in the TMJ

(solberg et al., 1985). Às noted by rrby and Zetz (1993), the
status of the disc ha.s a pronounced effect on the course of
degenerative joint disease. overarl, chapters 2 through 4

5



present a discussion of the mechanisms which prevent the

development of excessive stresses in the TMJ. These chapters

also describe the condit,ions when one or more of these

nechanisms fail, and stresses in the joint increase. The

results of this work will be presented and discussed in
support of an hlpothesis that, stress control in the TtfiI may

qrell be unstable. The hypothesis is that the lack of direct,

neural monitoring of local joint stresses produces stress

instability.

L.2 TlrÍit Ànatoml

The TlfiI is a bilateral diarthrosis (Figure 1.2) between

the squamous portion of the temporal bones of the skull, and

the mandibular condyles. A fibrous connective tissue layer

covers the osseous surfaces of the condyle and ternporal bone.

Tnterposed between the surfaces is a fibrous plate or disc.

Tensile and shear stresses occur in the joint linings and disc

due to loading of the condyle during bit,ing (Figure 1.5b).

In the TIrtJ of an adult, the mandibular condyle can be

likened to a bent cylinder (senicylindroid, Sicher and DuBrul,

1-9751, with the long axis being in a nediolateral direction,
with a slight posterior converçfence (Figure I.2, 1.3). The

long axes of the two condyles are said to intersect near the

foranen maçJnum. The condyle is approxinately 15 to ZO

6
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nillinetres (mm) in the ¡nediolateral dinension, and I to 10 mm

anteroposteriorly (Figure 1.3). The degree of curvature of

the condyle in the frontal plane can vary from slightly convex

to a tentlike (Sicher and DuBrul I L9751 or gabled roof

appearance (Figure 1.4). In the sagittal plane, the anterior

and posterior surfaces of the condyle slope away from the

height. of convexity. Rees described the anterior slope as

being approximately 5 nn in width, and the posterior being 12

mm in width (Figure 1.5a). In the fully developed joint, the

condyle has a fibrous connective tissue articulating layer,

approximately O.4 to 0.5 rnm in thickness, but varies

mediolaterally (0.15 to O.37 nm laterally, with a median of

0.26 nm; and 0.18 to 0.48 mm medially, with a median of O.33

nm, Hansson and Nordstrom, 1977 r' Hansson and Oberg, L977¡

Hansson et al. , t9771. In the adult human, there is a thin
cortical plate supporting the articul-ating layer.

The temporal component of the adult joint comprises a

concave temporal fossa posteriorly, and a convex articular

eminence and flat preglenoid plane anteriorly (Figure 1.6).

In the frontal plane, the fossa is concave (Figure 1.4). The

crest of the erninence is also concave, but to a Ìesser degree

(Bhussry, L9761. The roof of the glenoid fossa is thin, which

is cited as evidence that although the posterior band of the

TltLl disc is contained in the fossa, it is not a stress bearing

area (Figure 1.6). The posterior slope of the eminence and

crest, in the adult, have thickened subchondral bone which is

7



cited as evidence of a heavily loaded region of the joint.

The articulat,ing layer of the temporal bone is also covered

by a fibrous connective tissue. on average it is O.5 rnm ín
thickness on the posterior slope of the eminence, varying

mediolaterally from 0.36 to 1.08 rnrn laterally (median O.72') ,

and O.44 to 1.3O mm rnedially (rnedian of 0.87; Hansson et al.,
L9771. Function in the articulation is always between the

condyle and disc (rotation), and the disc and the articular
eninence and its extended planes (sliding, Figure 1.6).

The inferior surface of the TMJ disc is concave, and

fits like a cap over the top of the condyte (Figure 1.5arb),

with Èhe long axis of the concavity rnatching the orientation
of the condylar long axis. The superior surface of the disc

is flatter, with a slight convexity in the frontal plane which

matches the gentle concavity of the frontal plane view of the

posterior slope of the eminence. The posterior portion of the

disc is formed by a thickened band which blends into a loose

connective tissue which attaches to the posterior aspect of

the condyle as weII as the posterior wall of the gtenoid fossa

(Figure 1.6). À thickened band is also found in the anterior
portion of the disc. ft too blends into the connective tissue

which attaches to the anterior extent of the capsule which is
found at the anterior extent of the preglenoid plane (Figure

L.21. When the condyle is seated into the depression in the

inferior surface of the disc, the anterior and posterior bands

prevent the disc from being dislodged in the anteroposteior

I



direction. The loading of the disc takes prace in the thinner
internediate zone of the disc. Hansson et al. (L977) found

that the thinnest port,ion of the intermediate zone of the dísc
(0.36 to 1.06 mn) was in the laterar portion of the disc. The

thickest portion of the internediate zone (o.44 to 1.30 mn)

was in the more central and mediat port,ions of the disc. The

disc is attached nedialry and laterally at the condylar pores,

which prevents nediolateral displacement of the disc.
l{ovement between the condyle and the disc is caused by

rotation of the condyre which causes sriding between the

condyle and disc surfaces. The transration capability of the

condyre produces a sliding movement between the superior
surface of the disc and the temporar component of the joint
(Figure 1.6).

the fibrous connective tissue of the TM.r surfaces and

disc is a nixture of a sorid matrix and a nobile fruid. The

¡ratrix is comprised prinariry of type r collagen (Hirschmann

and Shuttleworth, L976r üp to 7SZ dry weight) and

proteoglycans (20t dry weight). The f1uid, which is 8Ot of
the wet weight of the disc, is made up of water and mobile

cationic erectrorytes (carcium, potassium, and magnesiurn) .



L.2.2 The fine structure and chemístrï of the TMJ disc
The orientat,ion of the collagen fibres in the disc

depends on the regíon of ttre disc in which they are situated.
on the ternporal and condylar surfaces of the disc, there is a

close network of fine corlagen fibrils, which forn a dense

horizontal mat. The fibres are arranged in atl directions
within a horizontal plane. There are report,s that to some

degree there is a greater tendency for an anteroposterior
orientation. rn the deeper portions of the intermediate zone

of the disc, the collagen fibres are more coarse and have a

distinct anteroposterior direction. rn the thicker anterior
and posterior bands, the collagen is also thicker, but has a

three-dimensional orientation, with a predominant nediolateral
orientation of many of the rnajor fibre bundl-es. Overall, the

corlagen fibre orientation gives an impression that the disc
is nade up of two parts. First, a fibrous core makes up the

deeper portions of the disc. This core consists of coarse

fibres of collagen, which have a distinct anteroposterior

orientation. The collagen has a wavy winding structure, which

has been considered as a shock absorbing mechanisn (Taguchi et
âI., 1980). fn scanning electron microgcopy studies (Taguchi

et al., 1980; de Bont, 1985a,b,crd), the main alignment of
fibrirs of the core is observed to be in the anteroposterior
direction. Under light microscopy (Christen, 1959; Thilander,

L964; Knox, L967; Scapino, 1983; Isaccson and fsberg, t-9g5) a

sinilar pattern of anteroposterior orientation of corragen is
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descríbed. From the internediate zone, the corlagen flares
into the anterior and posterior bands of the disc, ínterlacing
with the coarse collagen bundles which run in ¡rediolateral
directions. secondryr ân outer sheath of densely natted fine
collagen fibres enclose the more loosely arranged fibrous core
just described. Taguchi et aI. (1990) and de Bont

(1985arbrc,d) both describe the surface as being closely
packed collagen, running in all directions within a horizontal
plane, but with a tendency toward an anteroposterior
direction.

According to Àspden (1986), the orientation of the

fibrous component of connective tissue, in general, has a

significant effect on the strength of the fibrous matrix.
Aspden considers that collagen strength is greatest when

forces act along the long axis of the fibre. Bullough et al.
(L97O) found that in general, for different areas of the

meniscus of the knee, the tensil-e strength of the meniscus was

greater when the stress lines were parallel to the fibre
orientation rather than perpendicular to the fibres. The

differences r¡¡ere generally greater than ten to one in
magnitude. Fo1lowing up Bulloughrs work, proctor et al.
(1989) reported that, the surface of the meniscus of the knee

displayed isotropy when tested in tension, but, that there was

considerabre anisotropy displayed by the deeper layers, which

$¡as in agreement with Burloughts report. proctor concluded

that the surface of the meniscus behaves isotropicarry due to

11



the fine woven collagen mat, which is parallel to the

articular surface.

The preferential fibre orientation of the inner core of

the TMJ discr âs described by Taguchi et al. (1980) and de

Bont (!.985arbrcrd), has remarkable sinilarity to the

descriptions of the deeper layers of the meniscus of the knee

joint.. It is likely that such an organization will produce,

in the deeper layers, a greater strength in the

anteroposterior direction. The strong anteroposterior

orientation of the fibrous core is likely to produce a

significant anisotropy in the shear and in the tensile
properties of the inner port,ions of the disc. The

mediolateral strength of the disc is probably Ìess in the

interrnediate zone, but greater in the anterior and posterior

bands and the surface layers of the disc due to the collagen

bundles nhich are oriented mediolaterally as well as

anteroposteriorly. It is likely there is isotropy of tensile

and shear properties of the surfaces of the disc, due to the

random orientation of the collagen fibrils.
Íhe other rnajor constituent of the solid matrix of

fibrous connective tissue is the proteoglycan component.

Proteoglycans are large, polyanionic molecules, composed of

Iong chain glycosaminoglycans and a protein core. The

proteoglycan is covalently linked to a hyaluronic acid

backbone. The macromolecules are imbedded and irnmobilized in
the fibrous matrix of the articular lining. Due to the
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polyanionic character and size of the molecuJ-es, there is a

O.2 negapascals osmotic pressure (Maroudas, L979) which causes

fluid and free cations to move into the tissue. The result is
a swelling of the solid matrix, until the tension on the

fibrous component of the matrix balances the osmotic pressure

(Venn and Maroudas L977; Grodzinsky et al., 1981; Tepic et
âI., 1983; Armstrong, 1986; Harrigan and Mann 1-987'). The

proteoglycan portion is responsible for the unigue ftuid
filled character of the tissue. The ability of the tissue to

absorb water accounts for the viscoelastic properties of the

tissue (see Appendix A).

The different, species of glycosaminoglycans in the TMJ

disc, and their topographical distribution in the disc, has

been the subject of scrutiny in the literature. The

physicochenical characteristics of the proteoglycan species

and their concentrations have a significant effect on the

response of articular tissues to imposed stresses. The debate

continues as to whether or not the earl-iest event in the

development of degenerative joint disease is the reduction in
concentration of proteoglycans in the matrix of the connective

tissue

The species of glycosaminoglycans, as described by Kopp

(L976, 7-978) included chondroitin sulfate and/or dermatan

sulfate, and keratan sulfate. Kopp stated that the keratan

sulfate was higher in the surface regions. Similar findings
were reported by Stockwell (L979) for the hyaline cartilage

13



surface of the femoral condyre. Kopp also found less
grycosaminogrycans in the intermediate zone than in the
anterior and posterior bands of the disc. This is arso the
finding of Granstron and Linde (],g73'), Hasty et al. (19g3),
Mills et aI. (1999). rmmunostaining of rabbit díscs (Mitts
et al., 1988) showed that the glycosaninoglycans were

priurarily keratan surfate and chondroitin-six-sulfate. Again

the keratan surfate lras found in abundance around corragen
fibres. The chondroitin-six-sulfate was located primariry
pericellularily.

The proteoglycan component of the TIrI.I disc is believed to
be responsible for the ability of the fibrous connective
tissue to resist ternporary compressive forces (Mohr, 19g3, see

appendix A). The abirity of the disc to resist compression is
due to the inbibition of water by the proteogrycan molecules,
which are trapped by the three-dimensional natrix of coltagen
fibres of the connective tissue. Kopprs (Lg76) findings
suggest that, there rnight be localized concentrations of
glycosaninoglycans in the rniddle and rateral portions of the
disc .(Figure L.71. rt has not been deternined if the degree

of sulfation of these loca1 areas affects the local fluid flow
during compression.

rt is a characteristic of articular tissues that if a

load is constantly appried, deformation of the tissue wílt
continue to increase with time as the fruid is squeezed out.
Fluid Loss during prolonged loading compromÍses the
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lubrication by articular cartilage (McCutchen L962), and thus

increases the likelihood of tensile stress on the surface

fibres during movement. MohI (1983) suggested that such

stress concentrations and subsequent fluid loss are attenuated

during normal function because of the anatomical configuration

of the TtdJ. Even stight opening and closing movements of the

mandibre moves the loaded points nedioraterally, which reduces

the amount of fluid lost from local areas, and helps to
recharge fluid by pushing it in from adjacent areas. The

health of the tissues, which is highly dependant on

unsustained loading, is facilitated by movement of the area of
stress concentration and therefore facilitates fluid movement

to all parts of the fibrous connective tissue matrix.
However, sustained heavy loading by the condyle against the

eminence during eccentric bruxisn or clenching, or chronic

unil-ateral mastication potentially compromises the retention
of the locaL fluid of the loaded areas of the disc (Mohl,

1983). The loss of lubrication and fatigue created by this
mechanisn night explain the developnent of degenerative joint

disease.
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A) cross Anatomy

a.
b.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.

anterior slope of tle cordyle
pæterlor slope of tlre cordyle
posterior bar¡d of the dtsc
anterlor bard of the dtsc
cut lateral pole of the condyle
lnterædlate zo¡ìe of tl¡e dlsc
nedial pole of the cordyle

B) Forces on the
deformation

XrYrZ- orthogonal axls s¡æten
Þ(rFYrFz- forceg along tlc th¡ee axlso*rúvro-- plane stress along a princlple axis't-yt f-y- ln plane shear stiess-
arÞ- before defornatlon
arrbt- after defornatior¡

disc:
anô sbear stresses

Fagl¡re f- - 5

f t

The dlsc-condyle
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A. cut lateral pole of the condyle
B. posterior band of the TMJ disc
c, lntermedlate zone of the dtsc
D. anterlor band of the dlsc
E. areas of glycosaninoglycan concentration

F I- gtr¡r e L - Z Reglons of glycosanlnoglycan
concentratlon ln the THJ dlgc
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ITITEORETTCAL ATR.ESAEA IN TITE GROSIIIG TI{J

2.0 fatroduction

The development and long term health of the TlfJ and other

synovial joints is affected by factors deterrnining the

magnitude and ternporospatial distribution of stress in the

articular tissues. As described in Chapter L, one means of

preventing stress concentration and increased local stresses

is provided by the coordination of growth of the loading

surfaces of the TMJ, together with factors which control the

magnitude of joint loads. The following account describes an

investigation which demonstrates, theoretically, the age-

related changes in the general (average) and local stresses in

the growing Tttf.I. Although this is a theoretical study, the

analysis incorporates osteological data describing growth of

the loading areas of the joint, conçfruency of the joint

surfaces, and age changes in the bite force, to calculate the

theoretical stresses in the growing joint. As well, a

numerical model v¡as used to determine how certain factors

influence fMJ loads and therefore affect joint stresses. The

numerical nodel had an objective function of rninirnization of

joint loads for conditions of isometric biting. There is

evidence (Snith et al. , L986; Dixon et aI. , L99o; Trainor and

23
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McLachlan, 1991) that this objective function is a good

description of the neuromuscular organization controlling

isometric biting. Hence, this study incorporates both the

developmental and neuromuscular factors t¡hich influence

stresses in the TMJ.

This study used a numerical technique to calculate the

general and local stress in the growing Tl,fJ. À theoretical

approach was chosen since an in vivo experimental method would

have reguired using an animal model to provide the growbh data

of the joint components, as well as in vivo measurement of

joint loads. The results of such an investigatíon would not

have direct applicability to the human TtlfJ. An in vitro

analysis of contact stress, usíng human ternporomandibular

joints from autopsy material proved impractical because of the

difficulties associated with obtaining unembalmed joints.

Instead, a nethod r¡as used in which hu:nan osteological

material provided data describing the age-related changes in

the dimensions of the human craniomandibular apparatus. Using

osteological material made it possible to provide a more

compJ-ete sample, especially of younger individuals. The

osteological sample was also used in calculating the nagnitude

of condylar toads for each individual. The osteological

remains of each individual provided the three-dimensional

morphology of the cranionandibular apparatus, which was then

used in. a numerical model to calculate the nagnitude of

minirnal joint load for isometric biting conditions. Knowing
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the magnitude of joínt load, and the potentíal area of

Ioading, theoretical stresses were calculated for each

individual.

2.L Descrlption of the Sample

The osteological data used in the study vtere obtained

from the Hamnan-Todd Osteological ColJ-ection, located at the

Cleveland Museum of Natural History. Some of the sample has

been described previously (Nickel et al., 1988a,b). Fifty-two

(521 specirnens srere selected for the study presented here.

The chronological ages of the specirnens ranged between birth

and 25 years. Twenty (20) !'/ere female, twenty-four (24') $¡ere

nale, and the sex of 8 individuals was not determined. The

archival material of the collection made it possibLe to

determine the cause of death for two-thirds of the

individuals. Care was taken to find skeletal material of

individuals who appeared to be healthy until an acute bout of

disease or traumatic rnishap resulted in death (Table 2.L'r. In

cases where there was difficulty in deternining the cause of

death, an attempt was made to screen for gross rnalnutrition by

use of photographs taken at autopsy, height and weight

measurements of the cadavers, and notations of the pathologist,

who had performed the autopsy.

The total sample covered the chronological ages of birth

to 25 years. The chronological age of each individual was
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verified by analysis of the autopsy report, and comparison

with dental maturity indicators (Lunt and Law, L9741. The

uaturity of the indivíduals was expressed as dental age in
years (Table 2.21 .

2.2 Data Collection anð Ànalysis

2.2.L Three-dimensional geometrv of the craniomandibular

system

In the estimation of the theoretical stresses in the

joint, data vras required describing the magnitude of joint

loads, and the areas over which the loads would be

distributed. the determination of joint loads was done using

a numerical model of mininal joint loading. The calculated
joint loads vrere then divided by the measured area of

articular surface assumed to be under load. To use the

numerical model in calculations, and to measure the area of

loading, required th.ree-dimensional geometric coordinates of

the muscles of mastication, dental structures, and osseous

structures of the craniornandibular systen. Using a previously

described photographic technique (Nickel et al., l-gggärb),

the positions of the teeth in the dental arch, origíns and

insertions of the masseter, temporalis, and lateral pterygoid

muscles, and morphology of the condyle and temporal component

of the joint were defined in three dimensions for each

individual. The technigue used photographic slide
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transparencies to facílitate reproduction of the osteological

geometries in all three anatomical planes. A computer

progranne hras used to combine the coordinates to produce a

three-dinensional geometry of the biting syst,em.

2.2.2 Measurement of loading area

GeneraÌ loadincr area

In deterrnining the general loading area, the lMJ condyle

r¡as considered to be a bent cylinder, with the superior

surface of the condyle being the load bearing portion. A

rough approximation of the loading area lras det.errnined fron

the anteroposterior and urediolateral dimensions of the

condyle. These dimensions were readily derived from 1:1 scale

tracings of a coronal plane view (Figure 2.L) of the condyle.

Using occlusal tracings of the right and left condyles of each

i-ndividual, a transverse axis was constructed fron the medial

pole to the lateral pole of the condyle (Figure 2.L'). The

distance between the poles along this axis represented the

mediolateral dimension of the condyle. At a nidpoint in the

mediolateral dimension, a perpendicular was constructed which

intersected the anterior and posterior boundaries of the

traced condyle. The anteroposterior dimension of the condyle

llas deternined by the distance between the anterior and

posterior boundaries of the traced condyle (Figure 2.1).

This technigue provided the raÏr data from which the

general loading areas v¡ere calculated for all individuals in
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the sanple.

calculations.

Ar=Íkr(.q,1) I Ík2(4)l

The following

\- general loading area (nnr')
Àr- anteroposterior dinension
Ar- nediolateral dinension of
kr- anteroposterior operator
kr- urediolateral operator

The operators k, and k, represent the proportions of the width

and breadth of the superior surface of the condyle presumed to
be under load. For this study, k, = 0.66, and k2 = 0.80.

These values were a first best guess based on the morphology

of the rnandibular condyle. The results for the right and left
condyles were averaged, and used to give the general area of

Ioading. This technique provided a means of describing a

rectilinear loading area, which was used to calculate the

magnitudes of general stress. The general stresses were

calculated by dividing the applied load by the area.

formula was used

of the condyle (mn)
the condyle (nm)

tn the

Stress Concentrations

i. Joint Reconstruction- As stated in Chapter L, the

magnitude of average stress is inversely proportional to the

areas of the contacting surfaces, and the distribution of the

load is a function of the shape of the contacting surfaces.

The general loading area presents a best possibte seenario of
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load distribution. However, the area of loading of the TMJ is

not only influenced by the size of the condyle. Equally

important is the degree of congruity between the articulating

surfaces of the condyle and eminence. With good congruity of

the osseous surfaces, the area of loading probably would be of

si¡rilar shape and size as the general loading area. Tf,

hovever, there was incongruity of the surfaces so that it was

likely that, smaller areas of the condyle and eminence would

carry the load, then a condition of stress concentration would

result. The stresses under these conditions r¿ould be higher

due to the reduction in loading area over which the load is

distributed.
In order to deter¡rine if stress concentration occurs in

the TÈfiI, the condyle-erninence relationship $/as reproduced and

analyzed for congruity between the osseous surfaces at

condylar positions consistent with incisor biting and molar

biting.

A previously reported technique (Nickel et aI. 1988a) of

reproducing and analyzing eminence growth rAras nodified so

that the analysís couÌd be made in the frontal anatomical

pl-ane. The technique used fabricated poJ-yvinylsiloxane

(ReprosiI, Dentsply Limited, Weybridge, Surrey, England)

impression records of either the right or left TlfiI fossa and

eminence. rn these impressions, a wire had been bent to

produce right angles, and $¡as placed in the impression

material before it had set. The impression record was in
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place over the temporal component, of the joint while the

standardized photographs were made. The reorientation wire

nade it possible to reorient each inpression record of the

eminence to tracings made of the photographic transparencies.

For the present study, inpression records were made from 39

individuals. Linited facilities and cost factors prohibited

uaking impressions on all 52 individuals.

The impression records were used to make dental stone

nodels of the frontal plane norphology of the articular
eminence. For each individual, two sectioned stone models

rrere nade. One nodel $ras sectioned at the height of the

eminence paralle1 to the transverse axis of the fossa (Figure

2.2}. This section of the eninence de¡nonstrated the

Ëenporal norphology consistent, with a protruded condylar

position. Another stone model was sectioned at the midpoint

of the posterior slope of the eninence, paralle1 with the

Èransverse axis of the fossa. This position was consistent

with a condylar position during first molar biting (Figrure

2.2) .

TII{J reconstruction wqs initiated by rnaking a frontal
tracing of the skutl of an individual qithout the nandible in
situ. The reorientation wire of the eminence impression

record was in place in this view, and was traced on the master

tracing. The eminence impression record and appropriately

sectioned stone nodel (posterior slope or height of the crest)

were reassembled, and positioned over the tracing using the
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orientation record as a guide. The eminence impression record

was then removed and the stone rnodel was used as a template to

trace the frontal morphology of the ternporal component on the

master tracing. The master tracing lras then superimposed on

a frontal photograph of the skull with nandible, and the

mandible rvas traced on the master tracing. The tracing was

then superimposed on a photograph of the nandible alone, and

the details of condylar rnorphology $rere traced in correct

orientation and scale with respect to the eminence tracings.

The reconstruction technique provided good constraints against

angular changes in the orientation of the condyle and

emanence.

tracing of the condyle and eminence relationship t¡as then

enlarged by a factor of five (5). Following this, the

enlarged tracing ttas used in the surface analysis of joint

congruity.

ii. Surface analysis- Since the nagnitude of stress in the

articular tissues is a function of the shape of the contacting

surfaces, the purpose of the analysis rìras to measure the

degree of congrnrity of the osseous surfaces for each

individual. 'Àn axis system was constructed on the enlarged

tracings of the reconstructed joints (Figure 2.31. The origin

of the axis systen was at the lateral pole of the condyle.

The abscissa (ttZn ) axis r.¡as constructed parallel to the

occlusal plane, and was divided into ten (10) egual parts, the

origin (coordinate #0) at the lateral pole, and coordinate #1O
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at the poínt of intersection of a perpendicular which !¡as

drawn from the rnedial pole to the abscissa.

Àfter identifying the coordinates on the Z-axis,

perpendicular lines were constructed in a positive (superior)
nYtr direction, which terninated at the point of intersection
with the superior surface of the traced condyle. These

perpendiculars were constructed from coordinates #t through

#9, which represent,ed eighty percent (80å) of the total
superior surface of the condyle. This was assumed to be the

maximal transverse dimension of the loading area of the

condyle (Figure 2.3). On the superior surface of the condyle

tracing, uridway between each of the coordinates #1 through #9,

additional coordinates were marked. This produced a total
number of seventeen (t7) coordinates, equally spaced on the

superior surface of the traced condyle (Figure 2.31. Fron

points #1 through #L7 on the condylar surface, a perpendicular

line uas constructed from the condylar surface, extending

towards the traced surface of the temporal component. Each

perpendicular v¡as terminated at the point of intersection with

the traced surface of the eminence. These perpendiculars

represented the loci specific vertical dimension between the

condyle and eminence.

To demonstrate variation in congruency, the average

distance between the condyle and temporal component, !¡as

calculated and the differences between .the average distance

and the distance at each of the coordinates #1 through #17 was
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plotted. -For any individuar, the average verticar distance

was deterrnined by surnming all the perpendicular dimensions for
coordinates fl through #t7, and dividing by 17. A normalized

congruency plot h¡as then constructed (Figure 2.4') . The

surface coordinates #t through #tZ vrere plotted on the

horizontal axis. Coordinate specific differences in vertical
dimensions were plotted on the verticaÌ (y) axis. The end

result was a nornalized plot of joint surface congruity.
Widening of the distance between the surfaces was reflected in
positive (+) vertical scores, and negative vertical scores (-)
reflected a narrowing of the distance between joint, surfaces

(Figure 2.4) .

iii. Calculating area of stress concentration- The

anteroposterior boundaries of the 1oading area were

determined in the same manner as the general loading area, and

were assumed to be 668 of the anteroposterior width of the

condyle. Any variation in the concentration of loading,

therefore, nas influenced by the widening and narrowing of the

vertical distance between the joint surfaces. The

mediolateral boundary limits of the local loading area were

defined b)f a positive two (+2) miflimetre (n:n) addition to the

ninimum vertical dist.ance (Y rninirnum) on the enlarged tracing
of the reconstructed Tl,îJ. The varue of +2 nm was chosen for
it represented a 3oå normal displacement of the fibrous
articurar coverings of the condyle and eminence. The

rnagmification of the enlarged reconstruction tracings was by
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a factor of five, which means that 2 rnm on the tracing was a

o.4 rnm dispJ-acenent in vivo. Hansson and Nordstrom (L977) and

Hansson et al. (L977) found that the average combined soft
tissue thickness of the centrar portion of the condyle and

eminence was 1.5 nm. Therefore, 0.4 mm of displacement is
about 30 z of the totar tissue thickness of the condyre and

temporar component of the joint. This value seemed to be a
reasonabre starting point from which to define the local
stress areas. A 30 å dispracement lirnit was an optinistíc
value. strain varues of 2oz have been measured in hyaline
cartilage of the hip (Rushfeldt et al-. \979, 1991). It should

be noted that the laterar boundaries were determined by the

displacement of the soft tissue covering of the condyre and

the temporal bone. The potentiar effects of the TMJ disc in
increasing the loading area were not considered at this stage.

This !üas acceptable for the tirne being, since the objective of
this portion of the investigation v/as to determine the

capability of the developing surfaces and mechanisms of load

contror in preventing high nagnitudes of rocal stress. rn

chapter 3, the role of the disc in road distribution is

.explored.

The local roading arear âs deter¡nined by the described

technique, v¡as calculated as a percentage of the transverse

width of the condyle. rf there was good joint congruity, the

calculated value approached unity, which meant that the

transverse width of the loading area was the same as that in
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t'he general loadíng area calculations. With poor conçfruence,

the percentage of the transverse dimensi.on nas reduced.

Multiplying this value by the actual transverse dímension of
the condyle, as measured from the occlusal photograph of the

mandible, provided the mediolateral dimension of the local
loading area. This value in turn, when uultiplied by the

anteroposterior dimension, gave the local restitinear loading

area in nm2. The equation used to calculate the local area of

3.oading is as follows:

E - number of coordinates in the local loading area
7 - anteroposterior width of the condyle (m)
e - urediolateral width of the condyle (nn)
k¡rkz - anteroposterior and mediolateral operators (see

sect,ion 2.2.2- General loading area)
AL - local loading area (rn¡r')

t# ,*,r, I fk,el =A,

2.2,.3 Calculation of joint load

!{echanical stress is defined by the equation:

Ttre method of measurement

Stress _ Load(N)
Area(nnz)

of general and

(MPal
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were described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The magnitudes of
condylar load was left to be deternined using a numerical

nodelling technígue as described by s¡nith et al. (1996) and

used by Nickel et, ar. (19ggb). using a numericar nodel in
combination with reported bite force magnitudes, the joint
loads nere calculated and ex¡rressed in Newtons (N).

Numerical analvsis of ioint. loarìs

i. Description of the rnodet- The numerical rnodel used in this
project has been described by snith et ar. (1996) and Trainor
and Mcl,achlan (1991). Dixon et al. (1990) and Nickel et ar.
(1988b) have used the nodel in experiments to describe the
muscular control of the nandibre, and the growth of the

eminence of the TMJ. Àn abbreviated description will be

presented here to introduce the tenninology used in the nodel.

fn the numerical nodel, bite force direction, magnitude,

and point of apprication s¡ere defined. Three muscle pairs
(masseter, temporalis, and raterar pterygoid) l/ere ident,ified
by points of origin and insertion, which were defined by the
estimated centroid of each muscÌe attachment. The magnitude

of force contributed by each muscre, for a given biting
condition, rt¡as reft to be deterrnined by the rnoderling

processes.

The method used in the numerical moder was an iterative
or ntriar and errorrr technique. This technigue enabred

calculation of six muscle forces (three muscre pairs) and six
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condylar forces (right and left Fxr Fr, and F"). The final
solution was carculated on the basis of producíng ninimal
joint loads, âs well as producing static eguitibriun. The

iterative nethod varied each muscle, in turn, to find the

combination of muscle forces that would result in static
equilibrium and nininal condylar forces.

ii. Numericar calcurations- The numerícal model l¡as used to
calcurate the magnitudes of condylar loading for mandibular

positions consistent with isometric biting on the first morar

and on the incisor teeth. The nethod used in this study was

the same method described by Nickel et aI. (198gb). fn the
previous study, the analysis focussed on the direct,ions of
condylar loading. The prinary concern in the present study

¡¡as the magnitude of the load on the condyles.

rn order to use the numerical model, craniomandibular

geometries consistent with mandibular positions for first
molar biting and incisor biting were developed. Different
geometries were used for morar and incisor biting since

move¡nent of the nandible from a retruded (rnolar biting)
position to a protruded (incisor biting) position artered t-he

three-dimensional rerationship of the muscles of mastication.

This resulted in different rnagnitudes and directíons of
condylar loads between the two positions.

The results of calculations of the numerical nodel were

e]qpressed as a percentage of a theoretical bite force.
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cT-
BF-
cL-

predicted condylar load for a unit bite force
age-specific bite force (N)
condylar load (N)

For the purposes of the calculations, a naximal theoretical
bite force v¡as prescribed before calculations began. To

convert the calcuLations of the numerical model- to N, the

magnitude of theoretical condylar load (which was expressed as

a percentage) was multiplied by the bite force (N) appropriate

to the age of the individ,ual (see following section) .

Maxi mum i somet-ri c lri te force

C¡Br=C"

The values of age-related bite forces, âs used in the

eguation above, vrere established fron reports in the

literature. fsonetric bite forces for molar biting in adults

tras been reported by Proffit et aI. (1983), Mansour and Relmik

(1975), Sasaki et aI. (1989), Lundgren and Laurell (1986), and

Howell and Manly (1948). Proffit and Fields (1983) were the

only source of isonetric bite forces for children. These

children h'ere between the ages of six and eleven years (mean

of I years). Peiper (1963) provided data on suckling Tbite

forcesrr of the new born child. Figure 2.5 shows the ranges of

bite forces cited in the previously mentioned literature.
Figure 2.5 also shows the age relationship of the bite force

values used in the theoretical calculations of joint load.

For the purposes of this project, it was assumed that there
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was a linear increase in morar bite force with increasing age

(2o N/year). This increase in bite force t¡as derived fron the
srope of the line intersecting the average bite force of 170

N at 8 years of age (proffit and Fields, LgB3), and

approxinately 10 N at birth. The bite force chosen at birth
e¡as done on the basis that it was srightly higher than the
protruded bite force described by peiper (1963). The assumed

rinear rerationship of the morar bite force vras continued

through to adurthood, where at 2s years the extrapolated molar

bite force was 500 N.

The average maximum isornetric molar bite force in the
younger açte groups is in reasonable agreement with the

reported bite force found in the riterature. A bite force of
5oo N in adults is high with respect, to an average of the

reports in the literature (see Table 2.3, Figure 2.5,). This

feature should be taken into consideration when interpreting
the results for stresses during morar biting in adurts.

Information concerning the variation of isometric incisor
biting with age is scarce. rn adurts, Mansour and Reynik

(rg75, measured isornetric incisor bite forces at about one-

fifth that of isometric moLar bite forces. rn the absence of
e>rperimental data, a first approxirnation of incisor bite
forces in adults was deterrnined as twenty percent of the given

molar bite force. rn the youngest age groups (birth to six
nonths), a startirrg anterior bite force of g N v/as chosen,

based on Peiperrs work (1963) in which he described the
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suckling bite force of a newborn as increasing-to above eight
hundred grams in a few weeks after birth.

2.2.4 Sources of error
Data Collection Errors

i. Errors due to an osteorogical sample. rt is not ideat
to use a cross-sectionar sample to investigate growth

phenomenon. However, the problens associated with obtainíng
a longitudinar human sample are prohibitive. The invasiveness

and lack of detail of avairabre imaging techniques outgeighed

any potential benefit to the individual. An animal moder

could have been used to study rongitudinal growth

characteristics; but the resurts wourd have linited
application in the description of the growth and development

of the human joint. Therefore, a cross-sectionar sample of
human remains provided the best way to describe the growth and

developnent of the joint, but its linitations are
acknowledged.

ii. photographic technique errors. The photographic

technigue used to collect data has been evaluated for errors
in photographic perspective (Nickel et al-., 19BBb).

corrections for these errors were calculated to deternine if
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there were large differences in the magnitudes of condylar

load wtren using a perspective-corrected geometry as opposed to
an unaltered geometry. The mean difference in condylar loads

between the two geonetries was approxinately 88. This amount

of error was small enough that unaltered geometries could be

used in this study to give a reasonable approximation of the

magnitude of condylar load.

Photographic perspective was also a potential source of

error in the calculation of the loading area of the TMJ,

especially in the calculation of stress concentration. In

the frontal plane view, the condyle ttas always behind the

focal plane. Therefore, there was a perspective error in the

dimension of the condyle in this view. To correct for this
error, prior to joint, reconstruction, a frontal plane

photographic projection was enlarged so that the nediolateral
dimension of the condyle matched the mediolateral dimension

measured from an occlusal tracing of the nandible (Figure

2.L). In the occlusal view of the rnandible, the condyles were

always on the focal plane. This view always gave an accurate

measurement of the true mediolateral dimension of the condyle.

By enlarging the nediolateral dimension of the frontal plane

projection, photographic perspective errors of the

mediolateral dimension were corrected. It should be noted,

however, that the mediolateral angulation of the condyle in
adults caused the rnedial aspect of the condyle to be behind

the lateral pole. To determine the nagnitude of the
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difference in perspective between the nedial and lateral
aspects of the condyle, a worst-case situation was chosen

(specimen #O52) in uhich the medial pole of the condyle was

approximately 10 r¡mr posterior to the lateral pole. The

distance of the lateral pole to the focal plane was in excess

of 90 mm. The correction formula,

Y-u,¡ - real vertical dimension (nn)
Ym"""urø - vertical dimension (nn) measured from the

photograph
X*"*,"¿ - distance (n¡n) of measured point behind the

focal plane
D - distance (nm) from camera to focal plane

Y""tu 1 = Yr"urur"O o*!w,¡

was used to determine the correction factors for the medial

and lateral poles of the condyle. The correction factor for
the lateral pole was 1.09, whereas the factor for the medial

pole was 1.10. The mediolateral difference in nagnification
was approximately 18, and therefore considered not to be

significant, iir tne calculations of local loading area.

iii. Tracinq technique errors. Superinpositions of the

tracings of osteological morpholoçry lrere easily accoærplished,

which indicated that tracing errors were not greater than one

line thickness, or approximately one-half of one rnillinetre.
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Errors in Calculation of Loading_Area

i. Joint reconstruction errors. When deterníning the

area of loading of the joint surfaces, the most significant
source of error in this study rlas introduced by the

reconstruction technigue. The reorientation wire provided

good constraint against rotation (angulation) variation
between the condyle and stone nodel made from the eminence

i-mpression record.

relationship between the eminence and condyle was not as

easily defined.

uediolateral relationship between the tr*o cornponents hras a

ttbest fitrt approach which optimized the mediolateral dimension

of the loading area. To determine the best-fit between the

condyre and eminence, ât least two reconstructions of the

condyle-eminence relationship vrere done. Each reconstruction
had a slightry different nediorateral position of the condyle

with respect to the eminence. The local toading area for each

reconstruction was then measured. The condyle-eminence

relationship which maximized the rocar roading area was then

used in the calculations of local stresses.

To test ,the reproducibility of the reconstruction

technigue, twenty-one randomry selected individuars were

reconstructed on two different occasions, and were analyzed

for discrepancies in the nediolateral dimension as deterrnined

by the congruency plots. The range of differences between the

two reconstructions was from of to 1gå, with the average
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difference being about 6*. This amount of variability was

considered acceptable for describing the relationship between

Iocal stress and age. fn the future, in order to determine

accurately individual local stresses, a more rigourous

technigue will be required to reduce the variability of the

mediolateral dimension of the local loading area.

ii. Error in the boundary limits of loading areas. The

size of the general loading area was deternined by 0.66 of

the anteroposterior width (kr operator) and O.8O of the

nediolateral length (k, operator). These values nere chosen

based on the estination of the loading area on the superior

surface of a bent cylinder. In the future, a better
$easurement of general loading area may be made using in vitro
techniques such as dye exclusion during loading of intact
joints (Seedhon and Hargreaves, LgTg) or intraarticular
castings using polynethylmethacrylate (Walker and Erkman,

1975). Unfortunately, testing of intact, joints will stilt
encounter the probl-en of finding adequate cadaver material

from ages birth to adutt. For the present study, the

described technigue provided an acceptable means of
establishing the relationship between general stress and age.

With respect to the local loading areas due to surface

incongruity, the ¡nethod of defining the boundaries was chosen

so that the result was optimistic in magnitude, thereby giving

lower local stresses. Strains of 2OZ of fibrous connective
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tissue have been reported (Rushfeldt et al., L979, 1991), but,

are likely to produce early fatigue failure of the fibrous
component of the tissue mat,rix (Weightnan et aI. , L973,) .

Therefore, using a peak maximal displacement of 308 of the

soft tissue to define the boundaries resulted in a larger
loading area than rnight otherwise occur in vivo. At this
tine, e¡e can only estimate local stresses. In the future, the

direct measurements of local stresses will require the use of
technigues such as those described in Chapter 3, in which

microinstrunentation can measure stresses with high

topographical resolution; better than presently reported for
larger synovial joints.

Errors in the Calculation of Joint T,oad

i. Errors in age-related bite force. This study

examined the stresses during theoretical rnaximal isometric
biting. Given the nature of the sanple used in this study, it
rras not possible to determine the bite forces that, each

individual could produce. The assumption $/as made that a

particular bite force was possible, based on reported bite
forces found in the literature. The bite forces in the

younger açte çtroups were biased toward the low end of the range

of bite forces cited in the literature. The bite force was

assumed to increase linearly from birth to adult (Figure 2.5').

The assurnption. is likely to be incorrect. The rate of
increase in bite force probabry reflects a function simirar to
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the rate of increase in muscle mass of the individual (Tanner,

L977). The grrowEh of nuscÌe mass is not a linear function,
but shows a very high rate of increase in the younger years,

and slows during adolescence. Therefore, assumption of a

linear increase in bite force probably overestimates the bite
force in the older age groups.

The decision to model incisor bit,e force as 208 of molar

biting was based on evidence of Mansour and Reynik (1975).

There is no evidence to fulty support this assumption for
young individuals. For the tine being, it is not unreasonable

to believe that the control of bite forces is similar in
children and adults. Further data is required before a more

accurate description of age changes in incisor biting is
possible.

ii. Validity of the nurnerical nodeI. There is
phylogenetic as well as electromyographic evidence to support

the hlpothesis used in the model, that nininization of joint

Ioading is a reasonable objective function of neuromuscular

organization during isometric biting. Evolutionary evidence

to support the hypothesis has been presented by Crompton

(1963). Further validation of the nodel has been reported by

Dixon et al. (1990) in which electromyography was used to test
the numerical model calculations of muscle force varues for a

series of biting conditions. Experimental results on humans

indicated that for isometric biting, Et{c activity of the

rnasseter and temporalis muscles correlated well with nodel-
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calculated muscre forces. As werl-, the calculated
relationship between arch position, and bite force uragnitude

natch the in vivo measurements made by Howerl and lfanry

(1e48) .

rt nay seem that the use of a single vector to represent

a muscle force is an oversirnplification, given that the

muscres of mastication are nurtipry pinnate. A muscle may be

theoret,icarry modelled by any number of vectors, which, in
turn, may be summed to produce a singre vector of known

direction and point of application. rt has been demonstrated

(4. Hannam, personar communication) that the nuscre fibres
innervated by a single motor neuron $¡ere found throughout, the

breadth of the superficial masseter. rt seems unlíkely that a

single portion of the muscle courd produce an unusualty large
contribution to the overarr force. Jimenez (1995) also found

that in general, during normal biting, portions of the

tenporaris muscle r/ere not isorated in terns of which portion
produced the force. I{ood (1986) used fine needre erectrode

erectromyography, and found that arl areas of the temporalis

were arways active during nornal biting tasks, whj-ch supports

the assumption that a singre vector may be assumed to produce

a general force direction and point of origin. The

electromyographic evidence presented by Branksma and van

Eijden (1990) shows that for a very large gape of 18 mm, there

is some discrepancy in the direction of the temporalis muscle

vector, depending on the direction of the bite force.
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However, the largest difference shown by ttre author r¡as g

degrees change in the temporalis muscle vector. rt seems

reasonabre that the singre muscle vector is a useful
sinptification for the purposes of nodellir¡g.

The nu:nerical nodel is also supported by some of the
recent work of Appenteng and co-workers (1999, 1990). Their
results show that interneuron connectivity, starting from

periodontar afferents, results in differential activation of
ipsilateral and contrarateral motoneurons. The excitatory
post synaptic potentials (Epsprs) rdere stronger in the
masseter and temporalis motoneurons on the side which vras

ipsirateral to the stinulated periodontal mechanoreceptors.

Àppenteng and co-workers suggest, that synapti.c characteristics
such as the number of boutons which synapse on contralateral
motoneurons are responsible for this differential ipsilateral-
contrarateral activation of masticatory muscles.

numericar nodel calculations also predicE a differentiar
ipsilaterar vs. contralaterar muscle activation, as reported
in the E['tc literature (Dixon et al., 1990] and reported by

Appent,eng and co-workers.

studied contrarateral projections of interneurons to the
trigeninal motor nucleus, and have noted that there was the
requirement of a differential right-reft activation of the
rnasticatory adductor muscles.

(1990) stated that the contralateral nuscles were activated
more than the ipsilateral-. This is not borne out for the
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conditions of isornetric biting (Dixon et aI., 1990) or for the

final closing phase of mastication (L.R. fwasaki, personal

communication).

2.3 ResuItE

2.3.L General stresses

As shown in Figures 2.6, general stress for molar biting

starts at approximately 0.5 Mpa at birth, and increases to

approximately 3.o Mpa by age 25 years. During this period,

the bite force for molar biting increases from 10 N to 5OO N

(Figure 2.5). The increase in bite force conpared to the

increase in general stress is about 8 to 1. The increase in

general stress was limited by two factors. First, there is an

increase in the general loading area (Figure 2.81 which

inereased fron approximately 25 mrn2 at birth to approximately

?O to 75 nm2 by age 25 years. The second factor liniting the

increase in general stress during molar biting is the li¡rited

increase in joint loads (Figure 2.9). Condylar loading during

molar biting increased from 6 N at birth to an average of 15O

N at age 25 years. The increase in the bite force compared to

the increase in condylar load was about 2 to 1. The

combination of increase in gieneral loading area, with the
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control of increases in condylar load, rinited the- increase

in general stress during molar biting.
With respect, to the general stresses during incisor

biting, general stresses increased fron o.s Mpa at birth to
about 1.5 MPa at age 25 years (Figure 2.7't. Incisor bite
forces increased by a factor of L7, from I N to 140 N. The

increase in bite force compared to the increase in generar

stress during protruded biting is about 6 to 1. The rimited
increase in general stress during incisor biting was due to an

increase in the size of the condylar loading area (3.5:1), as

wel} as a Ii¡ritation in the age-related increase in condyrar

load during incisor biting (Figure 2.1O). Condylar loads

increased from I N at birth to about gO N at age ZS years.

The increase of bite force compared to increase in condyrar

Ioad during protruded biting is about 2 to 1.

2.3.2 Local stresses for molar and incisor isometric bitino
Figrres z.Ll and 2.L2 show frequency distributions of

the size of the medíorateral dirnension of the locarized
Ioading area for each individual. .The skewness of the

frequency distribution for molar biting (Figure 2.L1-l

indicated that good congruity occurred more often when the

condyle was positioned against the posterior slope of the

eminence. This resulted in local stresses being nearly egual

to general stresses for the najority of individuals (Figure

2.61. opposed to this, the frequency distribution associated
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with protruded or incisor biting (Figure Z.LZ) shows that
there is considerabty less congruity and hence smaller

nediolateral dimensions in the local stress area. The results
were that local stresses l¡ere more often higher than the

general stresses (Figure 2.7).

There hrere exceptions to these resuLts. There vrere four

individuals who exhibited very high local stresses during

molar biting (specimens #O28, O37, O87, 091; as indicated by

black squares, t, in Figure 2.6). These individuals had

retruded local percentages of loading areas which were less

than the protruded local percentages. These individuals had

better TIvLr surface congruency in the protruded biting position

compared to the retruded biting position. The congruency in
the protruded position was between 1.3 and 3.9 times better
than for retruded biting. Examination of the stone models

showed that in these individuals the surface was remodelled in
a fashion similar to the descriptions reported by Moffett et

al. (1964). The stone models in this study exhibited erosions

at the height of the crest of the eminence. ft rnay be that
these individuals were functioning more freguently in a

protruded position. This would result in an increase in
stress in the area of the crest of the eninence. However,

looking at the occlusions and skeletal patterns of these

individuals, it was not evident why protruded biting would be

Eore conmon in these individuals. No evidence of hrear or
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other factors could account for the evidence in the joints

that nhabituallyu protruded function had occurred.

2.4 DiscussLon

The objective of this component of the research was to

determine if there was evidence of developmental and

neuromuscular mechanisrns which reduced the magnitude of stress

in the Tl{J. ff these mechanisms were functional, there would

be a linited increase in the stresses in the joint because of

growth of loading areas of the joint, and controlled increases

in the condylar loads. The results showed that the general

growth of the condyle, together with an objective function of

minimization of joint load, resulted in an increase in general

stresses which hrere at least 6 to I tines less than the

increases in the age-related bite force.

There has been increasing interest in the developmental

aspects of degenerative joint disease (Carlson et aI., 1985).

The results of this study have shown that although the general

stresses rdere well controlled, stress concentrations occurred

very early in the developing joint. ÀIthough the expression

of degenerative joint disease is more likely to be found in

the adult, the events which precipitate the disease could

occur during the development of the joint. As reported in the

orthopaedic literature (Malemud and Shuckett | 7987; Sokoloff,

L969; Rushfeldt et aI., L979, 1981; and Spoor et al. , L989, ,
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factors such as growth and congruency of the articulating
surfaces and the neural organizat,ion controlling the joint

loads influence the long tern health of the joint. In the

T![.f, the present results have established one component of the

process, that being the growth mechanism of the eminence,

which appears to produce, in some cases, site specific stress

concentratíons between the

Theoretically, the articular eninence appears to be developed

in conseguence of a temporospatial loading of the condyle

against the temporal component of the TMJ (NickeJ- et aÌ.,

1988b). This loading results in a secondary cartilage and

osseous growth on the temporal component of the immature

joint. The process begins in utero, with the grreatest

velocity and with at least fifty percent of eminence

developnent occurring before the age of three years. Such a

mechanism of bone growth would seem to create instability in

the control of local stresses, for it is likely to produce

significant site specific incongruities between the joint

surfaces. Such an interpretation is supported by the results

of this study and by the autopsy reports of Solberg et aI.

(1985) and others (Cqrlsson and Oberg, Lg74l. These latter

authors suggest that degenerative joint disease is most

cornmonly found on the lateral portion of the crest of the

eminence. The results of the present study show that the

Iocal stresses during incisor biting are at least equal to if

not higher than during molar biting, even though the protruded
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bite forces are one-fifth that of molar biting.
The general and local stresses calculated in this study

are of similar magnitude to the stresses report,ed for in vivo

and in vitro studies of other synovial joints (Rushfeldt et
â1., L979, 1981; I{alker and co-workers, L972, L975; Hayes et

â1., t972; Brown and co-workers, 1980, 1983; Mizrahi et al.,

1980). The general stresses have averaged between 2 and 4 MPa

in the adult hips and knees, and peak local stresses on the

average of 4 to 6 MPa, but as high as 18 MPa in the hip (Hodge

et al., 1986). Paul (1980) has estimated that the general

stresses in the elbow are about 3 MPa, and 2.9 to 4.3 MPa in
the fingers. In retrospect, it is not surprising that the

stress leveLs of the TMJ are like other synovial joints. The

mechanisms of tissue nutrition are like1y to be the same as

other articular tissues (Mohl, 1983). With all the

sinilarities of the TMJ to other joints, the TMJ has some

unique features which are likely to have an effect on the

nechanics of the articulating surfaces. The translational
ability of the condyle irnparts a remarkable nobility to the

joint. A conseguence of this nobility is a significant
potential for variation in the congruity between the

articulating surfacesr âs demonstrated in the results
presented here. The potential for surface incongruity is
enhanced by the unusual phenomenon of the development of the

articular eminence. For protruded biting, it is fortunate

that there is neural control limiting the bite force (Lund and



Lamarre, L973). In most of the cases analyzed, although the

protruded bite forces htere one-fifth of molar biting, the

local stress levels were of egual or greater magnitude to that

of the local stresses during molar bitinq.
significant reduction of loading area exists in the protruded

position. The exceptions to these results (specimens # O28,

o31, o87, 091) are interesting for upon inspection of the

stone model reproductions of the ternporal components it became

obvious that the surfaces were remodelled; even in these very

young individuals (ages 12 to 24 years). Significant

remodelling of the joint has been previously reported for this

age group by (Solberg et aI., 1985; Pullinger et aI., 1990;

Irby and Zetz, 1983). The osseous changes were consistent

with regressive rernodelling as described by Moffett et al.

(1964). Due to the changes in the surface of the eminence,

congiruity of the surfaces became better in the protruded

position than in the retruded condylar position.

The evidence of stress concentration in the TI,LI is an

important result. During translation, the position of stress

concentration changes mediolaterally as the condyle moves

Clearly,

anteroposteriorly (MohI, 1983) .

cartilage, therefore, nust move mediolaterally, pushing water

through the cartilage matrix. This occurs as the loaded

condyle is translating anteroposteriorly. The tractional

forces produced by this ttploughingrt may be the principal means

of fluid movement and nutritiOn to the loaded areas of the
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dísc and to the surfaces of the condyle and eminence.

In the calculation of theoretical stresses, the role of

the Tl{J disc was not taken into account. The disc has been

considered as an intracapsular mechanism which facilitates

Ioad distribution (Okeson, 1985; Gillbe, L975; Gerber and

Steinhardt, 1990; Saegesser, 1990). Unfortunately, there is

no evidence as to how good the disc is at load distribution.

It night be possible that the disc is capable of reducing

l-ocal stresses, for this would be useful for the continued

health of the fibrous matrix of the articular tissues. By

reducing the local stresses there is a reduction in the

potential for fatigue failure of the fibrous connective tissue

matrix (weightman 9t al. r 1973). As well, lubrication of the

joint surfaces would be enhanced. McCutchen (L978) states

that boundary lubrication fails at 1 MPa. Theoretically,

tbis would mean that most of the general and local stresses

exceed the linit of boundary lubrication. McCutchen also

notes that a weeping lubrication mechanism (see chapter 4)

relies on congruent surfaces, with a ready supply of fluid.

The disc night also play a role in not only increasing the

congruity between the joint surfaces, but also as a reservoir

which supplies fluid to the weeping bearing. The weeping

bearing is the third mechanism by which stresses are reduced

in synovial joints, and an essential one for the elinination

of tensile forces on the surface due to frictíon between the

stiding surfaces.
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2.5 Sr¡¡mary

The results, as presented in this chapter, show that with

respect to reducing the general stress in the Tlrft, there is
coordination between general growth of the condyle and the

control of joint loads. The age-related increase in bite
force was 6 to I times greater than the increase in general

stresses. However, the nechanism of eminence developnent

produced instability, in that the osseous deveì-opnent of the

articular eminence increased the degrree of stress

concentration in the protruded rnandibular position. fn the

earlier ages, the local stresses during protruded biting
were egual to or greater than the stresses during rnolar

biting, even though the bite force in the protruded position

was reduced to 2OZ of the retruded bite force.

individuals of the older age groups the local stresses during

protruded biting were not as great as compared to molar

biting. There was physical evidence to indícate that surface

erosions had occurred between the articulating surfaces of the

protruded biting position.

Neural control of bite force reduces the maximum bite
force in the protruded position (Lund and Lamarre, L973').

This prevents a catastrophic increase in the local stresses.

Coupled with this, the morphology of the anterior dentition
can produce significant stresses in a bolus without having to
resort to maximun incisor bite force. The role of the disc ín
reducing local stresses by increasing the loading area is
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still in question. By decreasing local stress, there would be

reduced risk of fatigue of the cartilage matrixr âs well as

enhanced lubrication of the joint.

The following chapters describe ex¡lerimentally derived

data through which the mechanics of the TI'LI disc is examined.

In chapter 3, the disc is analyzed for properties in

distributing normal toads over surfaces of varying congruity.

Chapter 4 addresses the Lubrication properties of the disc,

and evaluates changes in disc lubrication due to factors such

as stress concentration and damage to the disc.
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Table 2.1 Causes of, deatb of the lndivlduals Ln the sampleo

CauEe of Death

Debilitating Diseases
(eg. tuberculosis,

enphysema)

Àcute fnfection
Trauna

o

Unknown Cause

Total Number

v

Number of Individuals
e

6

L2

16

18

52
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Table 2.2 Dental age range of the selected sample

Dental Age Range

(years)

Birth - o.s

0.6 0.75

Nurnber of Individuals

o.76 1.s

1.6 - 2.O

2.L 2.5

2.6 - 5.O

3

5. 1 11.0

1

11.1 15.O

4

15.1 20.O

1

20.r - 25. O

o

I

11

5

10

9
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?able 2.3 Citedt isometric bite forces in adults

Authors

Howell and ManJ-y
(1948, 3 closest

subjects)
Proffit and Fields

(1983, normal
adults)

Sasaki, Hannam, and
I{ood 11989)

Average Isonetric
Bite force (N)

Lundgren and
LaureII (1986)

l{ansour and Reynik
(]'e75)

414 N

343 N

Range
(N)

190 N

36L-47 4

211 N

L57-529

630 N

+/- 78

+l- 77
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À. z¡n¡ætic process of the tenporal bone
B. posterior slope of tåe eminence
C. depth of the glenold fossa
D. pætglenoid region
E. plane of sestlon at tl¡e crest of the enineræ
F. plane of section on the posterior slope of tte eninence

FLgr \¡re 2 - 2 Planes of sectlon of the enlnence of the
TTIJ
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ÃN ÃNÀIJYSIg OF TEE IJOÀD DIgTRIBUTION PROPERTIES OF TRE

TMJ DISC

3.1. fntroduction

fn chapter 2, it was shown that with a9e, there is an

increase in the theoretical general stresses in the joint, but

that the increase was six to eight times less than the age-

related increase in bite force. The increase in average

stress, with â9ê, was linited by the combined action of

growth of the surfaces of the TMJ which increased the

effective contact area of the joint, and by theoretical
evidence of factors which ninimized condylar loading during

CHAPTER 3

isometric biting.
significant local stresses would Iikely have occurred due to

incongruity of the articulating surfaces of the condyle and

articular eminence. Às a conseguence of these incongruities,
the theoretical magnitudes of locaÌ stresses hrere two to three

times that of the general stresses. High.Iocal stresses are

potentially detrimental to the growth of the joint components

(Copray et a1., 1985a,b,c,d). As weI1, high stresses

compromise lubrication (McCutchen, 1983) of the joint surfaces

and potentiate the fatigue of the collagen fibres in the

articular tissues.
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The theoretícal evidence of high local stresses between

the condyle and ternporal bone brings to focus the principal

issue of the role of the Tl,lJ disc as an intracapsular

mechanism of reducing stress concentration. Descriptions of

the Tl![J disc (Gillbe, 1975; Couly and Vaitlant, !975; Okeson,

1985; Gerber and Steinhardt, 1990), Iike the meniscus of the

knee (Walker and Erkman, 1975; Seedhom and Hargreaves, L97g),

have considered the disc as the local mechanism which smooths

out stress concentrations due to joint surface incongruities.
The assuurption is that the physical structure of the disc is
capable of transmitting loads over larger areas of the

articular surfaces. No quantitative evidence could be found in
the literature to support this view.

One of the objectives of this chapter is to present

experimental evidence of the stress distribution
characteristics of the TMJ disc. In these in vitro
ex¡reriments, the pressure distribution underneath the disc was

measured and analyzed for a series of conditions representing

a stepwise increase in stress concentration on the disc. The

aim was to determine the efficacy of the disc to distribute
loads (ie. to reduce stress conqentrations).

To contrast the properties of the natural disc, âD

identical loading regimen was used on synthetic materials

which, until recently, have been used as disc substitutes. As

vrell, the results of a prelinÍnary analysis are presented

vrhich show changes in the load distribution properties of
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several discs after exposure to unusually high stresses.

3.2 Descriotion of the Sanrole

3.2.I The porcine TMJ disc

In ideal terms, the study of the mechanics of the human

TMJ disc requires healthy human TM.f discs. The success of

mechanical tests performed on TMJ discs depends on hydration

of the disc (Parsons and Black, L979) without alteration of

the proteoglycans or collagenous matrix (Mal-corn, L976). Due

to the difficulty in procuring and maintaining unpreserved

healthy human TMJ discs, it was decided that a pig model would

be used to study TMJ disc mechanics. The criterion used in
choosing the pig as a model rr¡ere based on joint function
(Herring, 1976) and in the structure and chernistry of the

connective tissue (Stron et al., 1986). Prelirninary

measurements indicated that the dimensions of the pig disc

vlere sinilar to the diurensions of the human disc, as described

by Hansson et aI. (L977'). The gross morphology of the TMJ

disc of th.e pig is sinilar to humans in that there is an

anterior and a postgrior bandr âs well as a thinner

intermediate zone which fits over the condyle (Figure 1.5).

Macroscopically, there is a detectable anteroposterior fibril
orientation of the colì-agen fibres of the disc. This

orientation has also been described in the human disc

(Taguchi et aI., 1980). A mechanical analysis of the pig disc
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(Fontenot, 1985) has suggested similarities in mat,erial

properties between hurnan and porcine discs. The relative
ease of procurenent, as t¡ell as the points noted above, were

taken into account in rnaking the selection of the pig as a

model for the study of the mechanics of the TlfiI disc.

Pig TMJ discs were made available courtesy of Burns Meats

Linited (I{innipeg, Manitoba) . Àpproximately twenty minutes

after death, the pig $¡as decapitated and made ready for
dissection. A posterior capsular approach was used to gain

access to the intracapsular tissues. Àfter identifying bony

landmarks, sharp dissection was used to enter the inferior
joint space at the disc attachment on the posterior aspect of

the condyle. Using blunt dissection, the nedial and lateral
extent of the inferior joint space $/as identified. Sharp

dissection vras then used to enter the superior joint space,

at the posterior attachment of the disc to the tenporal bone.

Blunt dissection was used to identify the medial, anterior,
and lateral disc attachments to the temporat bone. After
identifying the anterior extent of the superior joint space,

blunt dissection vras used to extend the inferior joint space

to the anterior attachrnent of the disc on the condyle. Sharp

dissection was used to cut the rnedial, anterior, and lateral
attachments of the disc to the temporal conponent. Then the

medial and lateral attachments of the disc to the condyle

were eut. Finally, the anterior attachment of the disc to the

condyle l/as cut with curved scissors, and the disc s¡as
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extirpated from the articulation. During the entire
dissection, gentle posterior traction h¡as used to hotd the

disc steady.

A key factor Ín maintaining the ¡nechanical character of

the disc v¡as keeping the disc hydrated by using a

physiological salt solut,ion. A Krebs-Ringer, bicarbonate

buffered (pH = 7.O-7.2) salt solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St.

Louis, MO) hras used. The solution contained O.1B grams per

litre (gl¡.) glucose, 0. 1 g/L magnesium chloride , O.34 q/L

potassium chloride, 7.O g/L sodium chloride, L.Z3 g/L sodiurn

bicarbonate, O.10 g/L anhydrous dibasic sodium phosphate, and

O.18 glL anhydrous monobasic sodium phosphate. After
preparation of a fresh solution and balancing the pH, the

solution !,ras stored at 4 degrees centigrade until needed.

fmnediately after dissection, the disc was placed in a warmed

salt solution bath (37 degrees centigrade , * 3 degrees). The

specinens v¡ere then taken to the laboratory for analysis.
During the testing period, the discs were kept hydrated and

warm.

3.2..2

To contrast the stress distribution properties of the TMJ

disc, a comparison was made between the properties of the TMJ

disc and properties exhibited by commonly used disc

replacement materials.

Proplast II (registered tradenark, Vitek INC, Houston
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Texas) has been used for meniscal repair or replacement. The

iurplant material is a bilaninar wafer of porous three-

dinensional fibrous polytetrafluoroethane (Teflon, registered

tradenark, DuPont Company, Wilmington, Delaware) which is
stabilized by bonding to a non-porous sheet of Teflon. The

porous backing of the iurplant is sutured against the temporal

conponent of the joint, hrhere it eventually stabilizes by

tissue growth into the porous back of the graft. The condyle

articulates against the Teflon surface of the inplant. The

sample of Proplast used in this study was 1.3 rnillimtres (nrn)

thick.
pollrtetrafluoroethylene is approximately 400 megapascals (ÞfPa)

(Flinn and Trojan, 1981).

The other irnplant material used in this study was

Silastic (registered trademark, Dow Corning Corporation,

Midland, MI). Silastic is a non-reinforced nedical grade

silicone rubber. A sample of this rubber, 1.5 nm in
thickness, sras used to evaluate its stress dÍstribution
properties. The modulus of elasticity of rubbers are not

usually determined because of non-Iinear behaviour. However,

an estimate of the tensile modulus suggests that it is about

an order of rnagnitude less than that of polytetrafluoroethane

(Flinn and Trojan, 1981).

The only documented tensile tests done on TlfJ discs have

been performed by Tanne, Tanaka, and Sakuda (1,99L') , who

studied the tensile properties of the TMJ disc of dogs. They
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found that the disc demonstrated non-linear behaviour, with an

initial low modulus of elasticity of about 43 Mpa at 2

percent strain, followed by a higher modulus of about 95 Mpa

at 5 percent strain. Overall, the modulus varied from

approxirnately 30 MPa to as high as 120 trlpa. The modulus of
erasticity of the TMJ disc is very sinilar in magnitude to the

estimated range for Silastic. Teflon (Prop1ast) on the other

hand is anlnvhere from 4 to 10 times stiffer than either
Silastic or the natural disc.

3.3 lestino Àrroaratus

3.3.1 Overview

characteristics of the TMJ disc and disc analogues reguired
the developnent of an apparatus and techniques to measure

stresses under the disc ¡ ot disc analogue, with a high degree

of topographical resolution. A more detailed description of
the apparatus and techniques used is found below. In general,

an erectromagnetic force generator was used to load the disc.
The rate of loading, frequency, and rnagnitude of loads were

controlled and altered according to a specific regimen. The

force generator was attached to one end of a hinged beam

(Figure 3.1) . At the other end, a curved acryIic indentor was

attached to the beam, and was used to place the road on the

TlfiI disc. À specially designed transducer nade it possibre
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to measure pressure (stress) at rocations under the
nediolateral axis of the TIIIJ disc, and thus to estimat,e the
stress distribution. À high degree of topographical
resorution of the stress distribution l¡as achieved by crose

spacing of the transducers. À linear voltage differential
transformer (LVDT) measured the displacement of the indentor
into the TtfiI disc. Data from the pressure transducers $¡ere

collected and stored digitally on magnetic tape, and later
transferred to a microcomputer for anarysis. The data from

the LVDT was plotted directly using an X-y plotter.
The apparatus and technique provided a means of in vitro

measurement of the mechanical properties of the isolated TlfJ

disc. The apparatus and technique can be nodified so that
future studies can examine the stress distribution of natural
condyles and TlfJ discs.

3 .3 .2 Measurinc¡ the stress distri buti on

Às stated by Brov¡n and Shaw (1983),

rr. . it is not diff icult to show, however, that
cornputed internal stress patterns in the
naturaL joint depend intirnately upon the
assumed contact stress distribution (Brown and
Ferguson, 1980). Àlso, it is widely
recognized that intrinsic pathomechanical
changes in articular cartilage depend on local
stress levels rather than upon global joint
loading.It

Even for the rargest of synovial joints, the measurement

of rocal stress distribution in cartil-age has posed technical
problems. several methods of measurement have been reported,
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each with advantages and disadvantages (see Table 3.1). with
respect, to the TlrÍJ, it was of advantage to nake the pressure

sensing areas small and sensitive. These characteristics nere

desirable for the temporospatial measurement of the stresses
under the disc. rt s¡as essential that the technique not
interfere with the lubrication of the disc surfaces which

wourd disrupt the normal nechanics of the disc (spilker et
âÌ., 1990) .

The design of the pressure transducer eras based on the
measurement of the buckring strain of a pre-curved brass strut
(o.oo3 in. thick) as seen in Figure 3.2 (marked ,Er). strain
measurement was accomplished using foil strain gauges luted to
the compression and tension surfaces of the strut. Loads were

transrnitted to the transducer by a r.12 diameter aruminum pin
(narked rrÀrr, Figure 3.2') . The top surface of the pin v¡as

congruent vith the articurating surface of the base of a bath
(narked ttBn r Figrure 3 .2) . The pin eras housed in a channel

which was drilled through the acrylic base. During the
experiments, the disc was kept noist by imnersion in Ringers
solution. To prevent reakage of the bathing solution through

the pin holes, a thin polyethyrene firn (saran wrap

trademark, Dow chemical company/ Dowbrands canada rnc., paris
ontario, canada) !,ras ruted over the acryric surface, and

rested on the head of the aluminum pin. The point of the pin
rested on a hinged aruminurn beam (rnarked D, Fig-ure 3.2) which

was supported by the brass strut. The amount of vertical
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displacement was determined by the magnitude of load applied
to the top end of the pin. t{ith knowredge of the vortage

output per unit, load of each transducer, it was possibre to
carcurate the loads for a given strain, and thus derive the
pressure (normal stress) since the loading area lras constant
(0.98 am2).

À linear array of 10 transducers measured the
mediolaterar distribution of pressure beneath the Ttu disc
(Figure 3.2') . Each frarnework v¡as supported by a central
bearing rod, and by brass bushings on each side of the
framework. The bushings provided 6 mm of separation of the
transducer frame frorn neighbouring frarner¡orks (6 nm from

centre to centre of frameworks, Figures 3.21. By interleaving
the transducer frames, alternating transducer frames nere

separated by 3 nm. The staggered arrangement gave each

transducer freedom from interference from the read wires of
immediately adjacent transducers (Figure 3. 3) .

The frarneworks (Fig¡ure 3.2) were held firnty in place by

the brass bushings, but were capable of rotation about the
central bearing rod (rnarked rHr , Fig,ure 3..2) . Slight
adjustnents of the height of the arurninium pin (marked ,À,

Figure 3.2), were produced by changing the height of the
tail of the transducer frame (narked ncn, Figure 3.2).

There was some variation in voltage output per unit load
between transducers. Each transducer vras individually
caribrated in terms of output per unit pressure. The
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calibrating pressure (0.05 MPa) was produced by loading latex
rubber with a steel platform. The maxirnum error of
transducer output for consecutive calibration pressures sras I
O.005 MPa. Calibration of the transducers was done before and

after each experiment to determine if there hrere changes in
transducer sensitivities. Àny changes in transducer

sensitivity were within + 5.0 percent,.

3.3.3 Loadincr mechanism and loadincr recrimen

This study required the control of the magnitude of the

applied load. Àn apparatus tras developed which used an

electromagnetic force generator with known force/current
characteristics. The force could be increased by increasing

the current to the electromagnet, with the amount of force

being neasured by a load cell employing electríc strain gauges

in a bridge configuration. Thus, by changing Èhe magnitude

and the rate-of-change of the current to the force generator,

the force and rate-of-application of force delivered by the

indentor could be controlled.

The size and forn of the electromagnetic force generator

together with the need for rapid placenent of tþe disc under

the indentor reguired that the force be transrnitted via the

beam shown in Figure 3.1. The overall design provided for
easy disconnection of the beam from the force generator to
allow for rapid removal and replacement of discs. A small pin

coupling between the beam and the force generator permitted
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adjustrnent of the indentor relative to the nat resttt height of
the force generator. The coupling (tabetled rrCrr, Figure 3.1)

was attached to a brass connector which had a cal-ibrated load

ce1l. The load cell rneasured the force apptied to the bearn by

the force generator. At the other end of the beam, indentors

of the forn shown in Figure 3.4 were fixed by a locking scree¡

after self-centering had taken place under a light, load.

Eight indentors were constructed, with the variable radius

ranging from 5 rnm to 125 mm (Figure 3.4).

Loading of the disc involved removing the disc from the

reservoir of saline solution, and placing the disc in the bath

of the testing apparatus. The superior surface of the disc
$ras chosen as the surface to contact the acrylic indentor.

À brief light load was gentty applied using finger presstrre to
determine if the disc was stable under the indentor. If the

disc moved laterally, it was repositioned in another location
and tested for stability. After establishing stability, the

beam was passively attached to the brass connector to prevent

additional load on the disc. The first set of voltages from

the pressure transducers were then measured by the voltmeter.
Following this, the load was applied,.at a ramp rate of O.s

seconds to full load. The load was then kept constant for
ninety seconds. Àfter comptetion of the loading, the disc
was removed and placed back in the bathing solution. The disc
was given about 30 ninutes to recover in the saline
solution before retesting. For the measurement of the load
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distrÍbution character of the disc, loading of the discs

started with the largest indentors and the ).ightest loads.

The nagnitude of loads were increased in 3 Newton (N)

increments, from 3 N to 9 N. This was followed by further

loading with an indentor having a smaller radius, and another

loading iteration starting from 3 N up to 9 N.

In another series of experiments, TILI discs srere exposed

to high normal stresses to test if high magnitudes of pressure

changed the average stress distribution pattern of the TMJ

disc for low magnitudes of load. Loading of the discs

involved an initial series of three loadings on the same area

of the disc. After each of these loads, the disc was

resoaked for 30 minutes. The loads $/ere imposed on the disc

using either a 62 ¡nm or a 15 mm indentor, under a 3 N load for

90 seconds. These loadings produced a normal or bell-shaped

pressure distribution curve. Following these initial loads,

one of the following high stress regimens lras used on each

disc.

(a) 12 N load with a 62 m¡n indentor, for 90 seconds.

(b) 9 N load, with a 15 mn indentor, for 90 seconds.

Àfter exposure to these higþ stresses, the disc lras placed

back in the saline reservoir for 30 minutes, and then retested

for changes in the average pressure distribution. Changes

were deterrnined by comparing the pressure distribution

before and after the high stress episode. The disc was placed

back in the saline reservoir for another 30 minutes, after
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which another high stress was placed on the disc. This

followed by the same reginen as described before to test
further changes in the pressure distribution profile.

3.3.4. Data collection and storage

The collection and storage of data for alL tests was

accomplished by converting the analogue signats to digital
form, with a resolution of 0.058 of fulL scale. Sampling rate
varied according to the number of monitored channels. The

sampling rate when monitoring all 1O channels was O.Z samples

per second per channel. Single channel sample frequency was

10 per second. All data were stored in digit,al form for
further analysis.

3.4 Data Ànalvsis

3.4.1 Stress distribution ptots

Using a computer plotting progranme, the recorded

transducer signals, in rnillivoJ-ts, were plotted against

sample number (tirne, seconds). The ordinate axis vas then

converted to MPa, using a 0.05 MPa conversion calibration
(section 3.3.2). The resulting plot showed pressure output,

(l{Pa) for each channel (Figure 3.5) . The computer prograrnme

corrected for the differences in transducer sensitivities
before plotting the results.
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Comparíson of the load distribution properties of the

discs was enhanced by using the data to make quasi three-

dimensional plots of the pressure envelopes for each disc

(Figure 3.6).

qualitative identification of changes in the pressure

distribution consequent to changes in nagniÈude of load or

size of indentor.

3.4.2

The probability of cartilage failure under load is like1y

to be dependent on the rate of change of pressure with respect

to distance, as weII as magnitude of applied surface pressure

(Weightnan et aI., L973; Armstrong et aI., L984; Armstrong,

1986). Since the distribution of stress under the disc

generally forrns a bel1--shaped curve, the rate of change of

stress may be indicated by the flatness or peakedness

(kurtosis) of the curve. Thus, the kurtosis of the stress

curve was taken as an initial measure of the effectiveness of

load distribution. Using a statistical package for the

computer, the kurtosis of each pressure distribution profile

was calculatêd, and evaluated with respect to the radius of

indentor and magnitude of load. À normal beII shaped stress

distribution curve has a kurtosis of 3.0 (Figure 3.71. Higher

values of kurtosis indicates a more peaked pressure

distribution, and a faster rate of change of pressure with

respect to distance. Values of kurtosis less than 3.O
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indicates a lower rate of change of pressure with respect to
distance characteristic of a flatter stress distribution
curve. rdentification of changes in the pressure gradients

rras made easier using the kurtosis measurement. where

kurtosis measurements indicated significant, changes were

occurring, the steepest pressure gradient,s of the pressure

distribution curve were then measured using the units of
megapascals per ¡nillimetre (MPa/rnrn) .

3.5 ReEuIts

3.5.1 Effect of load on peak stress and kurtosis
The principal factors of interest, âs identified by

Weightrnan et al. (L973) and Armstrong (1986), are peak

stresses and pressure gradients. The abil-ity of the disc to
rínit these factors for a given road is a reflection of the

ability of the disc to act as a stress distributing mechanism.

The resuJ"ts, as seen in Figure 3 . 8 , show that there is a

.near linear increase in peak stress with increase in load from

3 N to 9 N. This nas true for all indentors. For an increase

in load by a factor of 3, peak stresses also increased by

approximately 3 tines. Likewise, the pressure gradients were

affected by the nagnitude of the road as welr as the radius of
the indentor. I{ith smaller radius indentors, the increase in
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the pressure gradient $ras greater. Figure 3.9 shows this
feature, rrhere the increase in the pressure gradient was

higher for a 31 mm indentor than for a 62 n¡n indentor.

Overall, the results suggest that the disk does not, seem

to prevent a natching increase in peak stress for a given

increase in load. Às well, there is an increase in the

pressure gradient as the load increases. The increase in
pressure gradient is faster when the radius of the indentor is
reduced.

3.5.2 Effect of disc thickness on peak stress

In Figures 3.10a and 3.10 b, a clear relationship was

found between disc thickness and peak stress for a given

applied load to the indentor. The results show that there is
bilateral symmetry, for right and left discs from the same

aninal. The results shown in Figure 3.11 show the extremes

of peak pressures due to differences in disc thickness.

Àlthough the kurtosis of the discs from two animals were not

very different, considerable differences in peak stresses hrere

evident. The differences in peak stress were due to the

differences in thickness between the discs of the two

aninals. Discs #2 and #4, which came from the same pig, were

3.25 and 3.35 nm in thickness respect.J-vely. Discs #L and {3,
which were taken from another pig, were 1.15 and 1.10 nm

thick. Figure 3.L2 shows the effect of disc thickness on the
peak stress for a 31 ¡nm indenter and 9 N load. plotted in
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this Figure are fíve matched pairs (10 discs), from five pigs,

and four single discs recovered from four pigs. As there is

a reduction in the thickness of the disc, the peak stresses

increase, with the rate increasing as the disc approaches 1.0

mm in thickness. This phenomenon has been reported before for

hyaline cartilage (Uow et al. , Lg84). Figure 3,13 shows the

linear relationship between peak stress and normalized

displacement of the disc. For a given load and indentor

geonetry, thinner discs exhibit a greater percentage

deformation than thick discs.

3.5.3 A comparison of kurtosis and peak stresses for the TMJ

disc and disc analogrues

Figiure 3.14 presents data describing kurtosis for various

indentor radii. The test materials lrere pig TM"r disc,

Silastic (registered tradenark) silicone rubber and Proplast

(registered trademark) implants. The most, notable results

lrere the sirnilarities of the distribution of the kurtosis for

Silastic and the Tt'f'I disc, and the significantly higher values

of kurtosis for loads on Proplast. Às noted in section 3.2.2,

silicone rubber (Silastic) and the natural m{.f disc have

similar tensile moduli, hrhereas polytetrafluoroethane

(Prop1ast) has a tensile modulus which is 4 to 10 tines

greater. The results show that the pressure distribution

characteristics of the TUJ disc is not any better than the

pressure distribution by Silastic, but both were better than
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Proplast. The Silastic and natural disc showed an increase in
kurtosis from approximately 2.5 to a peak kurtosis of slightly
less than 5.O, for an indentor radius reduction of 125 to 15

mn. This represents an approxinate change in pressure gradient

from about 0.023 MPa/mn to 0.O45 MPa/mn. Sinilar reduction

in the radius of the indentor produced an increase in proplast

kurtosis from about 7 to 13. This represents an approximate

increase in pressure gradient from about 0.054 MPa/mm to 0.083

MPa/mrn.

Equally importanÈ for the health of the collagen network

of the articular tissues is the control of peak stresses in
the tissues, Figure 3.15 shows the relationship of peak

stress for Silastic, and average peak stress and the range of
peak stresses for the TMJ disc. There is not much difference
in the averages between the Silastic and the TMJ disc,

although of the two the range for the TMJ disc shows greater

variability. For the sake of clarity, peak stresses for
Proplast were not plotted in Figrure 3.15. On averaçte, the

peak stresses for Proplast were twice the magnitude of the

peak stresses for Silastic. Peak stresses for proplast were

always higher than the highest peak stresses of the natural
discs.

3.5.4 Stress concentration effects

It has been suggested (Copray et al., 1985b) that local
stresses on the condyle will influence the growth of the
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condyre. rt is possible that the TMJ disc can alter local
pressures, thereby creat,ing the potential for local changes in
the growth of the condylar surface. To this end, the effects
of high stresses on the normal pressure distribut,ion of the

disc Ìrere investigated.

Às seen in section 3.5.1, for the normal stress

distribution curve of the TÌLI disc, the pressure gradient, hras

directly related to both road and stress concentration. The

pressure gradient has been identified as the primary factor ín

causing the movement of water through the matrix of art,icular
cartilage (Mow et aI. , Lg84). The ability to move water

through the disc makes it possible t,o increase the contact

area between the indentor and disc, and thereby increase the

area of Ìoading under the disc. This phenomenon of water

redistribution can be shown by measuring changes in the

pressure distribution curve of the disc after exposure to
steep pressure gradients.

Four discs from four animals r.rere used in this
experinent. Àn outtine of the steps taken to test for changes

in the stress distribution properties of the disc is as

follows:

1. Three (3) initial loadings used either a 62 nm
indentor under a 3 N Ìoad (Discs Hl and H6), or a 15 nm
indentor under a 3 N load (Discs 14 and 16). This produced a
series of pressure distribution curves which repreãented the
average pressure distribution under right loads. Thirty (30)
minutes of recovery was perrnitted between each light roãding,
and at the end of the third loading episode.

2. High stresses were then irnposed on the discs
using either a 62 mm indentor under a L2 N load (Discs Hl and
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H6), or a 15 nn indentor under a 9 N load (Discs f4 and.f6),
The load was kept on the disc for 75 seconds. This step is
identified as Trial 1 in Table 3.2. Thirty (30) minutes of
recovery was perrnitted before proceeding to step three.

3. The pressure distribution profile of the discs
was retested under fight load as described in step 1. Thirty
(30) ninutes of recovery followed before proceeding to step 4.

4. High stresses t¡ere once again imposed on the
discs using one of the reginens described in step 2. This
step is identified as Trial 2 in Table 3.2. Thirty (30)
minutes of recovery v¡as allowed before proceeding to step 5.

5. There was a final testing for changes in pressure
distribution of the disc, using light loads as described in
step 1.

The results of these tests can be found in table 3.2.

The high stress profiles from all the experiments had peak

maximum stresses between O.Lz and 0.19 MPa. The pressure

gradients varied between O.O22 and about 0.046 MPa/mn. Two of

the discs from two different animals (Hl and H6) were loaded

with the 62 nm indenter under a 12 N load. This regimen

result,ed in peak stresses between 0.13 and 0.19 MPa. The

pressure gradients ranged from 0.032 and 0.037 MPa/nrn. lwo

discs from two other animals (I4 and f6) !¡ere loaded with the

15 rnm indenter, under a 9 N 1oad. This produced peak stresses

between 0.12 and 0.13 MPa.

gradients v/ere measured under these discs. Di-sc 16 þad an

average pressure gradient of O.023 MPa/rnm. In contrast, disc

T4 had a very high pressure gradient of about 0.045 MPa/mn.

The lower pressure gradient found under disc 16 appears to be

at odds with the previous results (Figure 3.14). A 15 ¡rrn

indentor was used to }oad the disc, yet the kurtosis was less
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than the kurtosis measured for discs Hl and 86, which had been

loaded with the 62 n¡n índentor. In this particular case, the

cross-section of the disc was such that, there was remarkable

congruity between the shape of the disc and tåe indentor. The

result was a larger loading area and slower change in
pressure with respect to distance. Peak stresses, however,

remained the same between the discs. The most likeIy
explanation for this is that disc 16 v¡as thinner and the

displacement of the indenter into disc 16 uas approximately

252 of its unloaded thickness. Disc 14 was thicker, and

loading of disc 14 produced a displacement of only 128 of the

unloaded thickness.

The plot seen in Figure 3.16 shows the relationship
between the pressure gradient of the stress concentration, and

the conseguent changes in the pressure distribution of the

disc for a light load. Disc 16, which had the lowest pressure

gradient, showed the l-east changes in the pressure

distribution of a light load. The steepest pressure gradient

of 0.046 MPa/nn was irnposed on disc 14. This disc showed the

largest percentage change in pres.sure distribution. À11 the

discs improved in ability to distribute loads pfter an episode

of stress concentration. This improvenent in load

distribution v¡as due to the redistribution of water in the

disc, which increased the area of contact between the disc and

the indentor.

A more dranatic demonstration of the effect, of water
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redistribution effects on pressure distribution is shown in
Figure 3.L7. In these experiments, two discs from two

different ani¡nals Lrere initially loaded using a 62 mm indenter

under a 3 N load. This produced a series of stress

distribution curves for light, loads which hrere used as a

baseline of conparison. À11 but one of the curves

denonstrated a beJ-l-shaped distribution of stress. The

unusual stress distribution curve of Figure 3.L7a, trial #S

v¡as caused by a slight change in the mediolateral placement of
the disc under the 62 rnm indentor. This resulted in loading

of the medial attachment of the disc, which created the higher

stresses measured by transducers #8 and #9.

What was different in these experinents compared to
previous experiments was that all episodes of high stress

were produced using a 15 mm indentor and a 9 N load. The peaÌ

pressures of the stress concentration $¡ere between 0.13 and

O.19 MPa. The pressure gradients trere between 0.039 and

O.O47 MPa/mn. The result of these stress concentrations was

a change in the shape of the pressure distríbution by the

disc. The change yas from a bell-shaped pressure

distribution curve to a binodal distribution curve. The disc

appeared to have expanded radially to encompass more loading

area, with abnormalities showing up within the distribution

curve. These abnormalities appear in the form of localized
reductions of pressure in the middle of the disc and higher

pressures nedially and laterally. The nagnitude of the
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reductions of rocal pressures appears to be by a factor of
10:1 to zo.L with respect to the base line data. The two

discs used in these experiments were of quite different
thicknesses. This shows up as a difference in the peak

pressures between the two discs.

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 The role of the TMJ disc in stress distribution
In chapter 2, theoretical argunent, showed that,

significant Ioca1 stresses rnay well occur due to incongruity
of the joint surfaces of the condyle and articular eminence.

A conmon assurnption, however, is that the disc may act to
smooth out these local stresses. Thus, conditions which night
otherwise compromise rubrication and unduly fat,ígrue the
articular tinings of the condyre and eminence are avoided.

The resurts of this chapter show that the ability of the disc
to prevent these high stresses is dependent on its thickness.
The thinner the disc the more dramatic the increase in peak

stresses with decreasing congruity of the loading surfaces and

increasing load. The manner in which the TMJ disc thins is
discussed in section 3.6.2. The discussion in this section
wilr focus on the role of the disc in stress distribution and

its reLationship to the normal growth of the condyle.

The susceptibility of the growth cartirage of the condyle
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to mechanical stinuli has been reported by Copray et al.
(1983; 1985arbrcrd). ft is doubtful that Copray and

corleagues were abre accurately to measure the nagnitudes of
Ioads, as clained in their reports. The forces applied to the
condylar explant,s were critically dependent on the bulk

nodulus of the explant. ft was shown by Copray et aI. (1985b)

that for a 2.0 mm explant, it was possible to have a range of
forces from less than 1 gram (0.0098N) to approximately 6

grams (0.0588 N). However, in the absence of any other data,

the estimates of forces and areas of loading, as described by

Copray and co-workers c¿ìn be used, cautiously, to provide a

first approxínation of the pressures which facilitate and

inhibit growth of the condyle. According to Copray, low

intermittent stresses maxirnized the synthesis of
glycosarninogrycans and initiated ossification in condyrar

explants. Copray estinaÈed an average growth pressure of the

cartilage at 0.025 MPa. From the published Figures (Copray,

1985b) and cited force levels of 0.004 to 0.015 N, the range

of stresses which rnaxinized matrix formation is between O.Otz

and.0.035 MPa, with an average of 0.025 Mpa.

fn chaptef 2, it was argued that the average stress
during isonetric biting in an adolescent was about 1.5 Þrpa.

clearry this is not the usual nagnitude of stress during

normal function. rt is probable that the stresses which occur

more frequently are more influential in the growth of the

condyle. Therefore, the stresses occurring during mastication
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are probably more important. Evidence in support, of this
hypothesis has been reported by Copray et al. (1985b).

Copray and co-workers showed that continuous loads and heavy

internittent loads were not as effective as light internittent
loads in facilitating the production of glycosaminoglycans and

osteoid in condylar explants. In other articular tissues,

shorter loading periods and lighter physiologic loads enhanced

cartilage matrix synthesis and the aggregation capabilities of

the proteogl-ycans (van Kempen et aI.,1985).

À reasonable estimate of the masticatory forces, relative
to isornetric bite forces, suçtçtests that they are 10t or less

(Graf et aI., L974) of isonetric uaximum bite forces.

Therefore, the likely average stress during normal mastication

in an adolescent is about 0.15 MPa, one-tenth of the stress

during isometric biting. An average stress of 0.15 MPa is
still 4 to 10 tines above the estinated range of stresses

described by Copray, for the normal grrowth of the condyle.

It is possibJ-e to estimate the potential effect of the

disc on the average stresses by assuming a worst-case

situation that the average stresses without the disc are about

the same as the thinnest of discs tested in this study. ff
the relationship of Figure 3.13 is correct, an average disc

when compared to the thinnest disc witl reduce the stresses by

one-ha1f for a given incongruity and load. This

interpretation is based on the evidence that the peak stresses

of the thinnest discs (Figure 3.13) were about two ti¡nes that
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of the averaçte. The result is an average stress of about o.0g

MPa (0.15 MPa/ 2'). This rnagnitude of stress is close to the

range of stresses (0.012 - 0.035 Mpa) required for an increase

in the synthesis of proteogtycans and ossification of the

condyle. Note that this is the average stress, and a worst-
case situation qrhere it was assumed that the thinnest disc was

not able to decrease the stresses on the condyle. Even in
this scenario, large portions of the loaded condyre wourd

have stresses less than 0.07 Mpa, and werl within the range of
stresses for normal growth of the condyle. Thus, the average

TMJ disc would facilitate growth of the condyle by reducing

the average st,resses to a lever compatible with the abirity of
the chondroblasts to produce condylar growth.

The disc might also be responsible for the preferential
garowth of rocal areas of the condylar surface, which produces

osseous changes in the condyre morphorogy. As nas shown in
Figure 3.L7, areas of reduced stress are produced in areas

where water has been redistributed because of stress
concentration. The presence of these rocarized areas of
reduced stress uright provide some explanation for the
developnent, of abnornal condylar morphorogy, as described by

sorberg et al. (1985). Take for example the adolescent case

where peak stresses were shown to be upwards of 6.0 Mpa during

isonetric biting. During nastication, the peak stresses are

likely to be ten percent of this, ot 0.6 Mpa. For the two

discs of Figure 3.17, transducer #6 showed a decrease in locar
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stress by a factor of 10 Eo 20 ti¡nes. The stress reduction rras

due to a previous loading between incongruent surfaces. If
such a condition is capable of reducing peak stresses by this
amount, then peak stress in the region vould drop from 0.6 Mpa

to a range of 0.03 to 0.06 MPa (by a factor of 10 to 2O).

This range of stress is comparable to range of stresses (0.O12

0.O35 MPa) which produce the maxi¡nal amounts of
gÌycosaruinoglycans and accelerated alkaline phosphatase

activity (Copray et aI., 1985c).

Solberg et al. (1985) stated that the contour of the

condyle can produce a hole in the disc. The results of this
study suggest that the condyle shapes described by Solberg et
aI (1985) were caused by stress concentration on the disc.
This results in water redistribution in the disc which lowers

the local stresses enough to promote osteoid synthesis and

growth into the region of reduced normal stress. Eccentric

bruxisn is a potential source of danaging stress

concentration. Minor incongruities on the crest of the

eminence, as shown in Figure 2.L2 of chapter 2, in conjunction

with high loads that occur during bruxism (Rugh and Ohrbach,

1988), could produce a pressure gradient adeguate to move

rrater out of the area, and create an area of reduced normal

stress.

It is unclear how 1ong it will take for water to move

from the surrounding regions back into the dehydrated area.

At issuer âS well, is how much the fibrous matrix has been
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darnaged as a resurt of these stress concentration, and whether

the damage is enough to create a permanent change in the

pressure distribution properties of the disc. These issues

remain for future investigations.

3.6.2 Thinninq of the TMJ disc and earlv ioint disease

The most telling differences between natural discs were

the differences in peak stresses generated under si¡nirar
loading conditions, and the relationship between peak stresses

and the thickness of the disc. As the results of Figiure 3.13

show, with increasing normal displacement, there is an

increase in peak stress under the disc. This may be

interpreted as a stiffening of the disc with increasing

compression. This results in greater peak stresses for
increases in normal displacement. This strain dependent

phenomenon has been reported by Mow et aI. (1984) and

Grodzinsky et al. (1981). The mechanism which accounts for
increases in the stiffness is still a matter of debate. ft is
proposed that either the ion concentration effects of the

proteoglycan, or an increase in the number of taut collagen

fibrils, are responsible for the increase in tissue stiffness
with increased compression. The ion concentration effects are

produced by the electronegative groups of the proteoglycans,

which bind the water of the connective tissue. The abirity of
the proteoglycans to bind the water is enhanced in conditions

of compression in which the distances between negativery
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charged surphate groups are reduced. This resurts in
decreased water movement under compression, and is generarly

described as a reduction in pore size of the cartilage natrix.
The other proposed mechanism is the recruitment of colragen

fibres with increased compression. Norrnatly, under light
microscopy, the corragen fibres are roosely arranged and have

a wavy appearance. As the tissue is compressed and the
Poissonrs phenomenon occurs, the fibres straighten out and

become taut. Theoreticalry (Aspden, 19gs), this produces the

increase in tissue stiffness with increased compression.

Kopp (Lg76) and solberg et ar. (1985) have suggested that
the thinning of the disc is a first sign of degenerative joínt
disease. The mechanism of thinning is uncrear. rt rnight be

due to decreased glycosaminogrycan concentrations, which

reduces the osmotic effect and increases the porosity of the

tissue. rn conditions such as this, the fluid is moved out

easily, and there is a reduced osnotic pressure, which would

slow the recovery of the tissue. Àdded to this is the
possibility of local-ized fairure of the disc fibres due to
traurna or stress concentration. Local fairure of the corragen

matríx wourd reduce the effectiveness of the collagen net to
trap the proteoglycan morecures. The area wourd not recover

hydration due to the redistribution of the proteoglycans to
positions peripherar to the comprornised fibrous matrix. The

redistribution of proteoglycans may reduce the osmotic

pressure which otherwise helps in the rehydration of the ¡nore
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central regions of the dense intermediate zone of the disc.
The findings presented in this chapter Day offer neet

insight, into how thinning of the TMJ disc may affect the

expression of degenerative joint disease in the rll-7. Thinning

of the disc may occur general-ly or locally. Both types of
thinning have been described by several authors (Itestesson and

Rohlin, 1984; Solberg et al., 1985i de Bont, 1985d; Hansson

and Oberg, L977; Hansson et al., t97Z) as a sigm of an early
degenerative process. rrby and zetz (1993) have stated that
with respect to osteoarthritis, the state of bealth of the

disc has a profound influence on the health and contour of the

condyle. From the present study, it was shown that
generalized thinning of the disc produced a general íncrease

in peak and average normar stresses under the toaded disc. rn
the in vivo situation, a general increase in stresses is
likely to produce fibriltation and general uear of the

articular surfaces. As well, it might be expected that there

wourd be a general screrosing of the subchondral bone of the

condyle and eminence.

fn contradistinct.ion, localized thinning of the disc,
produced by events such as eccentric bruxing ioads applied to.
areas of joint surface incongruity, would result in a general

condition of reduced peak stresses. rt might be expected that
there would be a change from a bell shaped pressure

distribution curve to a bimodar distribution, sueh as that
seen in Figure3.L7. This would resurt in srnarr areas in the
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middle of the disc where locar stresses are reducedT and an

increase in stresses in the mediar and raterar port,ions of the

disc. The reduction in stress in some areas may produce

proliferative activity in the undifferentiated mesenchynre of
the fibrous connective tissue of the condyle. The

chondrobrastic, and subsequent osteoid conversion of the

matrix would occur in the locarized regions of reduced stress.
Proriferation would continue untir a betl shaped stress
distribution profile was reinstated. However, guiescence of
the chondroblastic layer may not occur if there is a

continuation of the episodic high stresses in the same area of
stress concentration.

3.6.3 stress distribution bv the TMJ disc and disc analogues

The resurts show that arthough the disc is better at
distributing loads over incongruent surfaces than the disc
analogue Proprast, it is only narginally better than silicone
rubber. The resuLts of the pressure distribution experiment,s

match the reported rnateriar stiffnesses found in the

literature.

The results for the Proplast are of interest, -given the

current reports which suggest that proplast should not be used

as a disc repracement imprant. Recentry, proprast has been

reported to cause giant celr inflammatory reactions when used

as a disc repracement (Merrill et al. , Lggo; varentine et al.,
1989; Berman and Bronstein, 1990). pathorogy reports indicate
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that the teflon surface hrears off the porous backing. srivers
of the graft are imbedded in the fibrous connective tissue of
the condyre, which results in the infraurmatory reaction. rn

some cases, a considerable portion of the condyle is rost due

to the inflammatory response which destroys the osseous

architecture. The resurts of the present study show that
there are steep pressure gradients associated with loads

applied to the Proplast allograft.

3.7 Sunnary

fn chapter 2, it was shown that site specific areas of
stress concentration occur in the TMJ. The objective in
chapter 3 eras to address the issue of whether the TMJ disc can

be considered a peak stress reducing mechanism, by controlling
the increase in stress concentration for conditions of
increasing road and decreasing congruity between roading

surfaces.

The results show that. the ability of the disc to
distribute load is not, significantty better than silicone
rubber, and that pressures under the disc are strongly
dependent on the thickness of the disc. There is a rapid
increase in peak stresses as the disc thins. The naturar disc
is substantially better in stress distribution compared to
Proplast, which has been used, until recentlyr âs a disc
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substitute. The nature of early damage to the TMJ disc may

explain the different manifestations of condyrar morphologies

associated with degenerative joint disease. Stress

concentrat,ions were shown to create abnornal reductions in
local stresses during light loading of the disc. These

reductions of Ìoca1 stresses were probably due to water

redistribution within the disc. These local areas of reduced

stress could serve as a focal point for increased

chondroblastic and osteoblastic activity, which qrourd resurt
in alterations in the normal morphology of the condyle.
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Tabre 3.1 recbniques Ln neasuring synovial ioint stress

Thin filns
(static,
whole joint)

-thin pressure
sensitive filns
which release a
dye when exposed
to specific
pressures

atrumoiRs

Frisna and
Lehneis

( le70)
Fukubayashi
and Kurosavra

( 1e80)
Nelson et
al. (1e88)
I{erner et
al. (1e8e)
Newman et
al. (1eee)
Àhned et aI

(Le77 )

t{echanically
sensit,ive
pads

-indentation of
the pad depends
on the applied
pressure

AtnfmOIBS CON4IñrflmNTS

-static measurements with
difficulty in obtaining
spatial resolution. Filrns
tend to disturb
lubrication of the
surfaces, and interfere
with normal tissue
rnechanics-

Dye exclusion
or
casting
techniques

-India ink or
pollmethyl-
nethacrylate
used to identify
unloaded areas

Ahmed and
Burke

( 1e83 )
Brehnan et
al. (1e81)

-static measurement with a
poor degree of resolution
for local stress
measurenent. fnterferes
with lubrication. fn the
Brehnan studies, the
transducer measured load,
but not stress.

Greenwald
and

O I Connor
(Le7 L)

Greenwald
and

Haynes
(Le72)
I{alker and

Hajek
(re72)
Seedhom and

Hargreaves
( 1e7e)

Walker and
Erkman

(1e7 5)

-static global
measurement. Defines
Iinits of the contact
area.
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Instrumented
endoprosthe-
sis

-Pressure
sensitive areas,
machined into
the articulating
surface of a
prosthesis

Rushfeldt et
aI. (I979,

1e8 1)
Hodge et aI

( le86)

Radiography/
Arthrography

-dye exclusion
on radiographs
identifies
unloaded areas

-extrernely sensitive to
fit of the endoprosthesis.
Costly, and not feasible
for small joints requiring
good spatial resolut,ion of
local stresses.

Successive
cartilage
removal

-identifies the
loaded and
unloaded regions
of the joint
based. on the
anount of
conpression
during loading.

Brinckman et
al. (1e81)
Kett,lekamp
and Jacobs

(Le72)

-static alobal
measurement. The degree
of invasiveness is
prohibitive, but useful
for conditions when
radiographs are planned in
the course of treatment.

Day et aI.
(Le7 5l

Retrogrrade
subchondral
transducer

-natural surface
of the
subchondral bone
is nachined to
receive pressure
transducers

-static global
measurement. Removal of
cartilage alters boundary
conditions and changes the
fluid flow in the
cartilage natrix. Roughly
approximates the
boundaries of the contact
area.

Adams et aI.
( le78)
Mizrahi et
al. (1e8o)
Christel et
aI. (7976)

-prohibitive because of
poor spatial resolution of
local stresses in smaller
joints. ÀIters the
rnaterial properties of the
subchondral bone, which
affects contact area of
the articular tissues.
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fntra-
articular
pressure

-synovial fluid
Pressure
neasured by
catheter
inserted in the
joint space

I{alker and
Erkman
( le75 )
l{ard et al.

( 1se0)
Roth et al.,

( 1e84 )
Findlay

( 1e64 )

Surface
niniature
transducers

-surface of the
joint is
machined to
receive pressure
transducers

-poor reliability in
calibration and
reproducibility. For
global analysis on1y.

Brown and
Shaw
(L982,1983)
Inglemark
and
Blomgren

(\e 47 )
Ahned et al
(Le77 ,
conductive

paint
sandwich)

Piotrowski
(re7 5)

Brehnan et
al.

(1e81)

Table 3.2 Stress concentration data

-poor resolution of Ìocal
stresses in snaller
joints. Altered tissue
mechanics due to presence
of instrumentations on the
surface, and nachining of
the cartilage which alters
fluid flow path.

Disc #

H1
Trial
Trial

Disc
Thickness

(nn)

H6
Trial
Trial

1
2

Indentor
Radius

(n¡n)

Ï6
lriaI
Trial

2.to

1
2

I4
1lrial
Trial

1. 55

1
2

Load
(N)

62

1. 10

1
2

Peak
Stress
(MPa)

62

2.20

L2

15

Pressure
Gradient
MPa/nn

1,2

0. 13
o. 13

15

9

0. 19
0.19

0.036
0. 035

110

9

o.L2
o. 13

0.037
o.o32

o.L2
o.L2

o.o22
o.o23

0.046
0. 044
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CHAPTER I

Eubrlcation ProÞerties of the Temporonanôlbular iroint Digc

4.L fntroductLon

fn chapter 1 it was noted that the control of stresses

in the TMJ is important for the l-ong term health of the

articular tissues. For a given load on the TMJ condyle, there

is normal (plane) stress in the articular tissues as well as

tensile and shear stresses. The nitigation of normal stresses

usually serves to reduce the magnitude of tensile and shear

stresses that accompany loads which generate normal stress.
But tensile and shear stresses can also be produced by other

forces which act on the surface of articular cartilage, thus

compounding the surface tensile and shear stresses that occur

d.ue to normal joint roading. one additionat source of shear

and tensile stress on the surface of articular joints is
friction, due to disturbed lubrication of the surfaces, which

occurs at the initiation of, and during movement of the joint.

The other source of shear and tensile stress is due to
deformationar (ploughing) forces which occur at the initiation
of, and during movement between compressed articular surfaces.

In the control of frictional forces on the surface of
articular cart,ilâ9ê, the remarkable lubrication properties of
cartilage gives synoviar joints the ability to move with very

low frict,ion. This low friction (see Malcorn, Lg76; Swanson,
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'1979i and McCutchen, L978, 1983 for reviews) is assumed to be

the reason why joints may function for many years without

perceptible wear (Clarke et aI. , L9751. Eowever, the

mechanisn which produces this low friction is still a matter

of debate. The pioneering work of McCutchen (1959, L962,

L966), Linn and co-workers (L967, 1968), Maroudas (L969, LgTSl

and others (reviews by Malcom, L976; McCutchen, 1978, L9g3ì

and Swanson, L979) continue to be the basis for current

investigations concerning the mechanisms producing the unique

tribology of articular cartilage. However, most. of the

studies of synovial joint lubrication have described the

Iubrication of hyaline cartilage of linb joints. There does

not seem to be quantitative information describing the

lubrication properties of art,icular fibrous connective tissue
in general, and the fibrous connective tissue of the TILT in
particular.

fn 1959, Charnley disnissed the possibility that the

najor source of lubrication of synovial joints was a

hydrodynamic form of lubrication (Figure 4.la). As pointed

out by Charn1ey, hydrodynamic lubrication reguires movement,

for it,s very low coefficient, of friction. The rnechanism fails
at zero velocity. Charnley found that the lubrication of
joints did not fail, even at zero velocity, and therefore

concLuded that hydrodynamic lubrication was not the principal
means of lubrication in synovial joints. Charnley concluded

that boundary lubrication must be the mechanism of lubrication
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in synovial joints.

McCutchen (t962) considered boundary lubrication (Figure

4.1b) to be an unlikely primary mechanism to exptain the low

friction charact,erist,ics of synovíal joints. If this was the

mechanism, the very low coef f icient,s of frict,ion $¡ere

certainly lower than that produced by any known boundary

Iubricants. He felt that the slmovial fluid would fail as a
boundary lubricant at a stress level of about, 1 Mpa, a level
freguently exceeded in joints. McCutchen proposed that the

low friction of synovial joints, especially at the beginning

of movement, t¡as due to a combination of boundary lubrication
and another mechanism, namely, self-pressurized hydrostatic
lubrication. He described the mechanism as rrweeping

Iubricationrt (Figure 4.1c). In engineered hydrostatic
bearings I a pressurized fluid prevents contact of the

surfaces. In the natural bearing, it is assumed that
irregularities between the loaded surfaces traps Iiquid
between the surfaces. This helps to form an incomplete
rrsqueeze f ilmtt forn of lubrication. Synovial f luid is
squeezed between loaded surfaces (Swanson, L97g), and as it, is
lost from betnreen the surfaces, it is replaced by fluid
movenent from the matrix of the cartilage (McCutchen, L96Z).

At aII times when there is fluid in the pockets, there is
gentre contact between the boundary l-ayers of lubricant, which

are deposited on the pocket walls of the weeping bearing. The

boundary lubricant is abre to remain effecÈive during the
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early stages of loading because most, of the load is carried by

the synovial fluid in the pockets. This mechanism of

Iubricat,ion is distinct fron, but does not exclude,

hydrodynamic lubrication because lubrication is present, even

at zero velocity. ft is this mechanism which most, like1y
produces the low friction in the TllJ, even after long periods

of rest, under load. Without this, âs McCutchen noted, the

joints would have high static friction every time they stop,

and rr....the treatment of joint disease would become a major

paediatric problem...',(1983r p. 103). As the cartilage
continues to lose f Iuid, the l-oad is transferred to the

boundary lubricant on the surfaces of the cartilage. But the

boundary layer fails at very low nagnitudes of stress.

Conseguently, the solid skeleton increases contact and

carríes a greater fraction of the load. Therefore, the sign

of weeping lubrication aloner âs described by McCutchen, is
friction that is very low when load is first applied, and

slowly rises to that of dry friction of the surfaces. For

example, McCutchen used saline as a lubricating fluid when

rubbing cartilage against sintered glass. He demonstrated

that the weeping mechanism produced coefficients of static
friction of approxiurately 0.003, which increased to a maxirnum

value of around 0.3 when the weeping lubrication had

conpletely failed (McCutchen, L962, p. 16).

Although articular cartilage is able to lubricate with
water or saline, it is a bet,ter bearing when lubricat,ed with
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synovial fluid (Linn and Radin, 1968; Swanson, L979¡

McCutchen, 1983 ; Malcom , L97 6) . ltfcCutchen I s explanation is
that some component of the synovial fluid is a boundarlz

lubricant. This boundary layer lubricates the gentle solid to
solid contacts of the pocket walls of the bearing (Figure

4.lc). Several constituents of synovial fluid have been shonn

to have lubricating properties. Glycoproteins (Swann et aI.,
1981, 1985) have the potential to act as an active boundary

Iubricant. As well, the work of Hills (1984) and HílIs and

Butler (1989) on phospholipid surfactants have shown that
multiple layers of these molecules are very effective boundary

Iubricants. McCutchen (1983) has noted that the oily
propert.ies of the cartilage do inpart to it some slippery
properties. Fat solvents seem to be the only way to remove

these surface active agents. McCutchen has estimated that
synoviaJ- fluid boundary Lubrication does not, support loading

for stresses above O.98 MPa (McCutchen, 1983, p. 95). Hills
(1989) has shown that at low (non-zero) velocities, ¿ìn

oligolarnellar boundary layer of phospholipid can support loads

up to 13 Kg/cn2 (1.3 MPa, p. 88) and naintain coefficients of

friction of less than O.OO5. The combination of weeping

lubrication and boundary lubrication complement one another to
produce a remarkably slippery surface.

The low wear rate experienced by cartilage surfaces and

the long lasting quality of these bearing surfaces is believed

to be due to the extremely low coefficient of friction. There
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is difficulty in confirning this, however, i¡r that, frictional
forces can be measured in an instant, tn¡t, near must, be

neasured over tine (swanson, LgTg). Thus, statements about

friction are based on experimental obserr¡ations, whereas

statenents about srear rarely can be. rn the few reports that
are avaiLabre (Radin and paul, L,TL; simon, Lg7sl, it has been

shown that inpact loadíng can resurt, in increased friction
which in turn produces wear.

Although lubrication of a traditional nature has received

considerabre attention, there is another form of energy loss

which may account for fatigi.ue or wear of the cartilage
surfaces. This form of energry loss is known as deformational

hysteresis or ploughing friction (Linn, Lg67; Mccutchen,

1983). Ploughing v¡as first described by Bowden and Tabor

(1950). In his early experiments, Linn (L967, 1969) showed

that the ploughing associated with start up of motion involved

the expenditure of energy to deforn the cartilage
compressively as the joint moves. rn his experinents, the
extent of proughing energy loss was affected by the depth of
compression of the cartilage. The consequences lrere.that the
initiar frictionar losses were greater than the rater
equilibriun varues. The frictionar losses due to ploughing

start up from the beginning of motion. Li¡n showed that due

to deformational losses, the start up friction is about 4

times the normal static friction. rf the coefficient of
friction is very row, rt...the deformational rosses can be the
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largest source of resistance...rr(McCutchen, 1983r p. 44Lr.

The experinental results show that ploughing frict,ion is a

potential source of shear forces on the articular surface.

Chapters 2 and 3 of the present, work have focussed on

the factors which influence the nagnitude of nornal stresses

on the TMJ surfaces. chapter 4 presents some of the results
of a study examining the frictional characteristics of the TlfJ

disc. Friction has been inplicated in the destructive wear of
the articular surfaces of other synovial joints (Mccutchen,

1983). fn the present chapter, the ability of the disc to
prevent friction was tested and the results are presented.

Factors such as the duration of loading, degree of hydration
of the disc, and amount of injury to the disc !¡ere varied to
deter¡nine the effect on friction.

4.2 Àpparatus and Technique

4.2.L Overview

In the Iiterature, the historical progression in
experimental design to test lubrication of articular cartilage
refrected the need to contror variabl-es such as cartil-age
geometry and deformational (proughing) losses which confounded

attempts to measure true friction. The approaches used in
previous experinents can be crassified according to whether

the experinent was performed on compÌete (intact,) jointsr or
experiments on srnall cartirage specimens. À pendulum desigm
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(Figure 4.2a) has been the most, conmon method"for testing the
rubrication in intact, joints (Linn, 1967; for review see

Mccutchen, L978, 1983). This nethod of test,ing simulated, as

near as practicabre, the in vivo state of the joint, during
function. variations of the pendulum d.esign have been used in
studies exaníning the wear properties of articurar cartilage
(clarke et aI. , L97s). The resurts of pendurun experiments

on intact joints were ptagued by the rack of control. of, or
knonledge of cartirage thicknesses and loading areas.

Deformation losses further confused measurements of pure

frictionar forces. rn contrast, Mccutchen (1959 , Lg62, Lg66)

and Malcom (L976) performed experiments on smarl cartirage
specimens (Figure 4.zb). The difference between the
experiments of Mccutchen and Malcom was that Mccutchen used a

non-biorogicat surface to test rubrication of cartirage,
whereas Malcom machined a hyarine cartilage annulus, which

then was roaded against periosteal connective tissue. rn both

cases, the smalr cartilage specimens alrowed for sinplified
and controlled geometry of the cartiÌage, and provided for
controlled unidirectional sl.iding of the articulating
surfaces. This design eriminated most of the deformational
(ptoughing) rosses which were known to exist in whole joint
experiments. However, smarr cartilage specimens are produced

by artificiar cuts to the matrix of the connective tissue.
These cut boundaries alter the characteristic fluid flow
within the cartitage matrix, and wirl affect the rate of decay
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of the lubrication. Therefore, in-test,ing the TMJ disc, it
was preferable that the disc not be altered by dissection, and

that the testing for friction be done on an intact disc.
As indicated by tfccutchen (1983), the start up forces

related to friction between the surfaces are probabry the
principar source of wear of the articular surfaces.
Therefore, the most important, tiure to measure lubrication by

the TMJ disc is at the initiation of movement. The greater
the force required to make the surfaces slip, the greater will
be the tension and shear stresses arong the surface of the
cartiÌage. The measuring apparatus used in the current,

ex¡leriments was designed with the principal objective of
testing the hlpothesis of weeping lubrication by the Tt{.f disc.
f{ith this ain in mind, measurements were made of the tine-
dependent changes in the rubrication of the surface of the
disc at the start of movement. The apparatus was built using
a pendulun design, which was constructed in a fashion so as to
make it possibre to set a constant road on the TMJ disc and to
naíntain the load on the disc for any required period. The

pendulun apparatus waq capabre of measuring the frictional
forces on the cartilage surface during the entire period of
Ioading.

4.2.2 Description of the pendulum

Figures 4.3a and 4.3b are sketches of
the lever delivery systen. The pendulum

the pendutup with

was made up of an
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arrrminum cross beam with a weight att,ached to both ends. The

force generated by the weights courd be varied between 2 and

6 Newtons (N). contact between the pendulum and the disc was

made through an acrylic indentor attached to the pendulum

(Figure 4.3c). The acryric indentor B¡as attached to the
botton surface of the cross beam. The indentor had a radius
of L2 nillimet,res (nm) when viewed from the front, and a side
view radius of 125 nm (Figure 4.3c). To control the position
of the pendurum on the disc, a load delivery system was built.
The systen was cornprised of a lever apparatus with a

supporting fork which contacted the pendulum through aluminum

wedges attached to the pendurum. The wedges were attached to
the bottom surface of the cross beam and were equidistant
fron the centre of rotation of the pendulum. The supporting

fork courd be adjusted to various angres by rotating on a
journar bearing and being fixed at any angre up to + 5 degrees

(Figure 4.3arb). This in turn produced the various initiar
angurar deflections to the pendulum to control the nagnitude

of the restoring force (Figure 4.4). The forks were connected

to a trigger circuit which indicated when there e¡as furr
contact between the pendulum and lever system. This sinpre
erectronic trigger circuit was used to indicate the instant at,

r¡hich the load was applied.

The experimental apparatus measured the frictional forces
associated with the start-up of movement. The pendulum was

used to load the TMJ disc. rf there was no friction between
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the indentor and- the disc, smarl deflections of the pendurum

altay from equilibriun would produce restoring forces that
would return the pendurun to its originat position (Figure
4-4'). rf , however, friction existed between the surface of
the disc and the indentor, the defrected pendulun wourd only
return towards its originat equiribrium position if the
restoring force was just greater than the frictional force.
The objective in using the pendulum then was to find the point
of maximum angular displacement without causing pendurum

movement. This angular dispracernent lras proportionar to the
frictionat force just before the initiation of movement. rt
was this force which Mccutchen (1983) suggested was the most

danaging to the surface t,issues.

The carcuration of the rnagnitude of the frict,ional force
between the indentor and disc depended on the assunption that
because the friction measurements vrere made while the pendulun

was in static equilibrium, the frictional forces on the
surface of the disc produced a counter moment equal and

opposite to the moment produced by the restoring force of the
pendulum. since the restoring force of the pendurum was

proportionar to the angular defrection, 0, of the pendulum,

the frictional force vras estirnated from the fotrowing
equation:

F, =T,(sine0 r,)
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The variables in the equation are as

E2 - frictional force
0 - angle of deflection
x - vertical distance from the centre of nass to

the centre of rot,ation
L - radius of the indentor
F* - weight of the pendulum

Before naking this measurement, two criteria had to be rnet.

Firstly, at the angurar defrection, 0, the pendulum had to be

in static equilibriun. secondry, that the angular deflection,
0, nas the maximum possible without violating static
equilibrium. rn this manner, for each measurement of the
defrection of the pendulum, it was possible to caLcurate the
restoring forces that, occurred just tat the brinkrr of mot,ion

between the surfaces of the disc and indentor.

once the frictionar force (Fz) qras determined, it $ras

divided by the weight of the pendurum to give a coefficient
called the coeff icient of stiction (¡¡,,¡",¡*) .

þ s¿7c¿ion

This coefficient was carcurated in exactly the same way as the
more, traditional- coefficient of static friction. The term

stiction was used, instead, as a reminder that the calculated
restoring forces vrere a rittre less than needed to make the
pendulum slip over the surface of the disc.

follows:

E
_ t2-1
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4.2.3 Measurinq variables, storing data, and data analysis

The measurenent of angurar defrection of the pendurun was

acconplished by using an optical transducer syst,em, as seen in
the diagrarn of Figrure 4.3b. The transducer systern consisted

of a photoelectric transistor, focussing lenses, and a

nonofilament light source which produced a uniform,

horizontar, Iinear beam. The system measured the horizontal
displacement of the leading edge of a target fIag, the leading

edge of which interrupted part of the tight beam. À lens

system collected the light passing the flag, and focussed the

light on the photoelectric transistor. Hence, a Iinear
relationship between horizontal ftag position and optical
transducer vras obtained. The f lag $¡as attached to the

pendulum by means of a tower made of potystyrene foam.

Calibration of the transducer system made it possible to
measure the defrection of the frag and thereby carculate the

angular displacement of the penduluru. The rength of the tower

eras made as large as practicable so as to increase the

horizontal deflection of the flag for a given angular

displacement. This reduced errors in the measurements caused

by snall sideways movement of the centre of rotation of the
pendulum. Thus, there was improvernent in the signal to error
ratio, and it, vras possible to measure smaller frictional
forces. This systen of measurement was al-so very insensitive
to small vertical changes in the height of the pendulum.

Vertical displacernent of the pendulum into the T!{rI disc
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was monitored by a linear voltage differential transformer

(LVDT). The LVDT measured the height of the lever systen

(Fi$¡re 4.3arb). The LVDT was used to measure the height of
the pendulum when the lifter had just broken contact with the
pendulum. Over the course of loading of the m[.f disc, the

LVDT gave a series of height, measurements which were used to
calcurate the indentation of the pendulum into the TILI disc.

Data nas stored on a magnetic tape using a Hewlett

Packard 369o rnstrument Recorder (regist,ered trademark,

Hewlett-Packard Company: Loveland, Colorado). The frequency

nodurated tape recorder had four channers, three of which were

used to record the output of the LVDT, photoelectríc

transistor, and etect,ronic trigger. Tape speed nas set at
15lL6 inches per second. A digitar stop watch was arso used

to time the experiments. Monitoring the output of each

channel was done using a storage oscilloscope. The electronic
trigger, which indicated contact between the support forks and

beam of the pendulun (Figure 4.3a,b), was used to trigger an

oscilroscope trace. rn this wây, it was possibre to determine

when the weight of the pendulum was transferred to the TMJ

disc, and coordinated the tining of the signats of the LVDT

and the photoelectric resistor.

4.2.4 Loading of the disc

lhe roading of the TIIÍJ disc by the pendulum invorved

removing the disc from a heated sarine bath (37 degrees
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centigrade, + 3 degrees), and ptacing the disc on the

sandpaper surface of an aluminum platform. The sandpaper

prevented slipping of the disc over the supporting aluninun

platforn. The pendulum vras brought to a zero displacement

(zero degrees deflection) position, and the tining crock and

tape recorder lrere started. The lever system supporting the
pendulum was lowered gently, which brought the pendulum to
rest on the disc with the full weight of tùe penduluur

supported by the disc. At this tirne, the zero displacement

eguilibrium position was centred on the oscilloscope.

Now that the pendulum $¡as loaded on the disc, it !¡as

possibre to begin measurements of the frictíon between the

surfaces of the indentor and disc. To do this, the supporÈ

fork was raised until the contacts were just closed, and then

was carefurry defrected to an angular defrect,ion of greater

than O.5 degrees. This nas done because the maximal

measurable deflection using the described geonetry of the

pendurun was o.5 degrees. From this position the pendurum was

slowly lowered onto the disc. Às the disc began to support,

the weight of the pendulum, the pendulum angle slowly reduced

untir it reached an angre at which static equiribriurn

occurred. Once static equilibriun was exhibit.ed, the

supporting fork was lowered asray frorn the pendulum, and the

full weight of the pendulum was supported by the TMJ disc.
During these experinents, positive and negative angular

deflections lrere irnposed on the pendurum to ensure that there
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r¡as sy¡nmetry in the measurements of frictíon. The loading
continued unt,il the pendulum reached static eguilibriur¡ with
an angular deflection greater than o.44 degrreesr or the
duration of roading exceeded 20 ¡ninutes. A deflection of. o.44

degrees was indicative of a stiction coefficient of greater
than 0.020.

4.2.5 Sources of Error

The pendulun design used in the experiments has some

drawbacks, but it did not have the problems of other pendutun

designs as described in this chapter. The pendurum was

unusual in that it was able to provide a means of measuring

the friction during the start-up of move¡nent. The

measurements were made without interference due to the
magnitude of defornationar losses of other pendulum designs
(Linn, L967). The design v/as capabre of neasuring the very
low coef f icients which are tlpical of art,icular tissues.
There are severar other points r¡hich pertain to the design of
the pendulum. These points are addressed below.

Effects of vibration: The behaviour of the pendulum and

the ability to measure friction r.ras critícarry dependent on

the form of the rerease of the pendururn on the cartilage
surface. To reiterate, the criteria of measurement !{ere that
the pendulum had to be at the maximum angurar dispracement

possible, yet consistent with it rernaining in static
equilibrium. Energy in the form of vibration reduced the
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effect of the friction forces. This wourd result in an

abnormarly lon varue in the measurement of the friction. The

ef fect of vibration is seen in some of the plots of ¡l*.* vs.
time (eg. Figure 4.7, as a drop of a datum point, whích

appears well below the regression line. The reduction of
dynamic effects was achieved through practice with the
equipnent to reduce vibration inadvert,entty introduced by the
operator. To reduce the effect of floor vibration, the entire
apparatus s¡as mounted on heavy concrete plinths.

Theoretically, the design of the pendurum was such that the
anount of surface movement of the indentor rerat,ive to the
cartiJ-age surface was very snarl. To varidate that the
pendulum was operating according to design, a traverring
microscope vJas used to observe the interface between the disc
and the indentor to ensure that the surface of the indentor
was moving relative to the surface of the disc. As well, the
microscope nas also used to locate the centre of rotation of
the indentor when the pendurum was praced in contact with the
disc surface. Tattoos on the indentor aided in locating the
centre of rotation. The resurts verified that rnovement, or,

the indentor, relat,ive to the surface of the disc, was

occurring and that the centre of rotation was about the l_2 mm

centre of radius of the indentor (12 um + 0.25 mm).
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Linear (sidewavsl translation of the centre of:rotation:
The lateral movement of the centre of rotation of the pendulum

relat,ive to the optica} sensing system would be expected to
cause considerable error in the defrection measurements.

Lateral movement, of the centre of rotation courd occur if
either the pendulum arone t ot the disc and the pendulum moved

in a horizontar manner perpendicurar to the optical sensing

system. As a precaution, the tower and flag of the pendulun

l¡ere constructed as high as practicable to reduce the

sensitivity of the apparatus to lateral translation relative
to angurar deflections, and thus increase the signar to error
ratio. Direct observation using a travelling microscope

confirned that sideways movement of the centre of rotation was

ninimar and was within acceptabre linits. Test triars with
the pendulurn showed that there was never any evidence of
wandering of the initial rrzêro dispracementrr position on the

oscilLoscope.

Effect of variation of disc geometry: The varying
thickness of the disc in the mediolateral direction had an

effect on the contact area between Fhe cartirage and the
pendulum indentor. This introduced variatiqn in the

rubrication of the surfaces by varying factors such as the

flow path of fluid escape and magnitude of the contact stress
(Annstrong et al.,1994). fn chapter 3, it was found that a

snarrer indentor had the least variation of all indentors in
terms of differences in contact area, between discs, due to
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mediolateral changes in disc thickness- The right,-left
s1rrunetry of discs from the same animals (rigure 4.6) gives
encouragenent that although not perfect, tle L2 nm indentor
was adequate to avoid serious errors due to contact, area

variation. However, differences in disc gecæetry rerative to
the índentor probably account for some of ttre scatter seen

between discs of different animals (Figure 4.5).
Dehydration of the disc: Testing of tJre disc was done

under very harsh conditions in order to demonstrate the
nechanism of lubrication by the disc. By using an acryric
indentor, it was most likery that the disc rather than the
indentor contributed the lubrication of the surfaces.
However, under these harsh conditions, the rate of rise of the
coefficient of stiction is likery to be faster than under

natural conditíons. rn the intact joint there is a permanent

reservoir of synovial fluid provided by the synoviun of the
joint. Às weIl, the connective tissues of the cond.yle and

eminence may nweeptt fruid to lubricate the surfaces. Thus, in
comparison to the resurts of this invest.igation, these

additional sources of fruid in the intact joã.nt rsould probably

reduce the time-rate of increase in fric!.ion.
surface darnaqe to the TMJ disc: rn a few cases, signs

of earry degeneration of the disc were evident. These cases

had features such as brownish red staining over the lateral
portion of the disc. Anteroposterior ridging, as opposed to.
a smooth matte surface, rr¡as arso evident. The feature of
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right-left, slmnetry of discs from the same animal provided a

means of checking whether surface damage was affecting
lubrication. rn prelirninary tests, surface damage was shown

to result in an unusually high rate of rise of lrni"ti* with
tine. This rate of increase was most notable when compared to
the intact, contralaterar disc of the same animal. when

conditions of surface damage v/ere noted either by inspection
or by asymrnetry in the rubrication between the right and left
discs, the resurts were not included in the study.

The accuracy in reading the output of the photoelectric
transistor on the oscitroscope was within + o.oo5 vorts. This
resulted in an error in the estimation of the coefficient of
stiction of + 0.0006. Ti¡ning errors hrere nininized by using
a digitar stopwatch as werr as the tape counter. Errors in
tining, from start t.o finish, nere within t 0.25 minutes.

4.3 Results

4.3. 1 Friction vs. tirne

Figure 4.s shows the characteristic increase in the
coefficient of stiction with time that was found for discs
tested under a 4 N Ìoad. The coefficient generalry started at
less than o.ooz and demonstrated a non-linear increase with
tine. usually, a coefficient, of o.o20 was achieved in under
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15 ninutes. The p1ot, in Figure 4.s was the result of loading
on 5 discs which e¡ere considered representative of the average

increase in pøo¡* with tine. To demonstrate the furt range of
increase in the coefficient with tine for arl discs tested,
Figure 4.6 shor¡s the resurts of four discs (z matched pairs
from two animals) which represent the two extremes of ¡r*"* vs.
tine. Discs 1À and 18, which came from one pig, showed the
slowest rate of increase in the coefficient of stiction. A

best-fit straight rine for the data during the first four
minutes of loading had a slope of o.oo17 per minute.
conversery, discs 2A and 28 came from another pi9, and showed

the greatest increase in the coefficient during the first four
minutes after load. À best-fit straight tine of the data
points for the first four minutes of roading had a srope of
o.0025 per minute. rn both cases, the disc pairs demonstrated

right-left symrnetry.

4.3.2 Friction dependence on matrix hvdration
Àccording to Mccutchen (L962), the sign of weeping

lubrication is an initially low coefficient of friction which

rises with tine. The abirity of the connective tissue to
recharge the fruid between the surfaces will determine the
rate of increase in frict.ional forces betrveen the surfaces.
To test if the degree of hydration had an effect on the rate
of rise of friction, s discs of sínirar dimensions, free of
apparent compromise in surface integrity, r¡rere used in a
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series of loadings with the pendulum. The course of the tests
nas as follows. rn the first test, the loading of the disc
was done using the 12 mrn indenter under a 2 N load. The tine
dependent changes in the coefficient, of stiction were measured

for ten minutes or until the l/a¡r¡* !/as approxinately o.o2o.

Following completion of this first friction test, the disc was

removed from the supporting block, and praced back in the
saline bath for a period of two minutes. The pendulun was

then praced back on exactry the same location of the disc as

the previous road, and the fricùion test r{as repeated.

Forlowing the second test, the disc vras removed frou the
supporting surface and placed back in the saline for a ls
minute period, aft,er which the friction test vras repeated.

The data from the tests performed on each disc uere
protted in the form seen in Figure 4.7. The results shoned

that there was a direct, relationship between inbibit,ion time
and the rate of increase in the coefficient of stiction. To

demonstrate this, a best-fit straight rine was drawn through
the data points for the period between 1 minute and 4 minutes

. 
after roading. The slope of the line represented the rate of
increase in the coefficient of stiction. The resurts showed

(Figure 4.8) that triar 2, in which the disc was immersed in
saline for only 2 minutes, had a greater rate of increase in
the coefficient of stiction (steeper srope) than for either
trial 1 or trial 3. Triar 3 gave an opportunity for the disc
to take on a greater quantity of salíne, which resulted in a
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slower rate of increase of the coefficient of st,iction
compared to trial 2. Triar 3 more crosely approxirnated the
rate of change of the coefficient of stiction found in trial
1.

4.3.3 Recovery of lubrication after surface dryíng

There has been debate (swanson, LgTg) as to whether or
not articular cartirage lubricates by a squeeze filn trapped
between the opposing surfaces of cartirage. This type of
lubrication is different from weeping rubrication, in which

weeping of the ftuid from the matrix of the disc reprenishes
the fluid rost from between the opposing cartitage surfaces.
To test whether fruid from the uratrix of the disc could
replenish fluid removed from the surface of the disc,
experinents were conducted in which the surface of the disc
was dried and then monitored for changes in rubrication. Four

pairs of discs from four pigs rrere exposed to drying. The

steps used in these tests v¡ere as follows. There was an

initiar loading of each disc, using the pendulum, and

measurements }¡ere made of the fríction between the surface of
the disc and the indentor of the pendururn. After these

initiar measurements, the pendulum Íras lifted off the surface
of the disc and the surface of the disc was dried using
nitrogen gas in ti¡ne controlled bursts. For the first test,
the drying tirne was 15 seconds. Forrowing this, the pendurum

!,ras gently rowered back onto the disc and another set of
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friction measurements were made. After conpleting the test,
the disc was placed back in sarine solution for a period of
one hour. Àfter an hour, a second test was done in exactly
the same manner except that the drying tine was 5 seconds.

Figure 4.9 shows the results for two discs. In the first,
test, the drying tine y/as 15 seconds. After drying and

reroading the pendulum on the disc, there lras an increase in
the coefficient of stiction until such time that the nagmitude

of friction between the surfaces was too large to be measured

by the apparatus. Eventually, lubrication by the disc began

to reduce the friction to within the measurement range of the

apparatus. The recovery of lubrication of the surface of the

disc appeared to continue until the coefficient, of stiction
returned to a 'tnormarn value. After recovery, the friction
seemed to increase slowry, in a tine-dependent fashion that
was characteristic of the disc.

fn the second set of tests on these discs, the durat,ion

of drying tras 5 seconds. As seen in Figure 4.9, the increase

in the coefficient of stiction after this brief period of
drying was less than after 15 seconds of drying. As well, the

rate of recovery of the coefficient was about 1.5 to 2.o ti¡nes

faster for the shorter drying conditions. Às a note of
caution in interpreting the data, the peak coefficient of
stiction measured may not represent the true peak friction
between the surfaces of the pendulum and the disc. There was

a 10 to 15 second delay between drying of the disc and the
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first friction measurements. During this period, the
frictional forces may have been higher than those measured.

Even so, the dramatic rise in the coefficient of stict,ion is
clearly demonstrated. By urodifying the nethod of placing the
indentor on the disc, it may be possibre to measure the
friction within s to 10 seconds after drying. Tine
constraints prevented such a change being adopted in this
work.

4-3.4 rrnpact roads and the coefficient of stiction
rn L97L, Radin and paul found that,, in vitro, impact

loads on hyaline cartilage resulted in an increase in friction
during movement in intact joints. rn their studies, they were

able to demonstrate that the increased friction resulted in
faster trear of the articular surfaces.

The Tlf.r disc separates the condyle and eminence, and

therefore wouLd receive irnpact roads due to bl_ows to the
urandibre. rt is unknown if impact loads have any effect on

the stiction of the disc. rn a series of tests, 3 pairs of
discs t¡ere used to study the effect of 3 different magnitudes

of inpact, load on the rubrication capabirity of the disc. rn
each disc pair, one disc tras exposed to an impact road of
known magnitude, whiLe the other disc served as a contror.
rrnpact loads of known nagnitude $¡ere derivered to the discs
us.ing a specialty constructed apparatus. The apparatus was

constructed in a manner so that a mass courd be dropped from
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specified height,s onto an acryric indentor. The acrylic
indentor rested on top of a TMJ disc. strain gauçfes nere

luted to the indentor. These gauges made it possible to
measure the shape and magnitude of the inpurse delivered to
the disc. The output from the gauges hras connected to a

storage oscilloscope for observation and measurement. From

the oscilroscope screen, the impulse of each inpact road was

traced onto acetate. Analysis of the inpurse involved
deterrnining the peak force and, by integration under the
curve, the magnitude of the irnpulse in Newton-seconds.

The folrowing steps were taken to expose the discs to
impact loads and then measure for changes in F,*o*. Using the
pendulun, ân initial load vras placed on each disc, and the
time-dependent changes in stiction were measured. Each disc
pair was checked for sinirar stiction characteristics. The

discs vrere reirnmersed in warmed saline for a period of one

hour. Both discs rrere then removed from the saline bath, but

only one disc was exposed to an impact load. The shape of the
inpulse due to the impact load was stored, and the discs v/ere

returned to the saline bath for a period of one hour. Each

disc was then loaded with the pendulum, and the tirne-dependent

changes in stiction were recorded.

The tirne-dependent changes in stiction by the
experimental and contror discs were protted in the forn seen

in Figure 4.loa,b,c. As seen in this figure, the experimental

discs which received inpact gave greater stiction coefficients
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than the control discs. To help describe the relationship
between lubrication and iurpact loads, two ratios vrere

carculated. The first ratio, R2, was the coefficient of
stiction of the experimental disc at two minutes aft,er
loading, divided by the coefficient, of stiction of the cont,rol
disc at two minutes after loading.

^^ 
- 

Vstiction,rE ..t
" þ stÍctÍon1*.-o1¡

This two minute stiction ratio v¡as plotted with respect to
magnitude of iurpact load, The resurts are presented in Figure
4. 11a.

À second ratio was deveroped shich was a measure of the
increase of the coefficient of stiction of the ex¡rerimental
disc compared to the contror disc. To carculate the ratio,
the increase of the coef f icient of stiction, al¡o¡,¡*, v/as

det,ernined for both experimental and control disc for the tine
period between l.s ninutes and 3 minutes after loading with
the pendurun. The ratio, Rr.s, was then formed of ' a¡^1,*o*

(inpact,) and A¡r** (control) .

Â F"¿¡"¿i9o r^j.q)actr

ÃlLsüction (æ¿rol)
8t.s =
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The relationship between irnpact load and ratio of increase in
stiction is seen in Figure 4.11b.

rt was found that the larger the iurpulse of the inpact
load, the greater the increase of the two ninute coefficient,
of stict,ion (Figrure 4.11a) . The rate of inerease in stict,ion
also refrected the energy delivered by the iupact, load (Figrure

4.11b). The lowest inpact, road derivered to the discs vras

o.64 Newton-seconds (N-sec. ) . conseguentry, the exact nature
of the ef fect of Írnpact l-oads ress than 0.64 N-sec. is
unknown. The data plotted in Figure 4.11a,b was presented ín
this forn to heì-p focus attention on the evidence that the
poínt of inftection of both curves was between o.4o and 0.60

N-sec. This uray indicate that there is a criticar threshord
of enerçfy berow which the disc remains unaffected by the
impact load.

4.4. Discussion

4.4.L lVeepincr lubrication by the TMJ disc
Mccutchenrs modet of the weeping mechanism provided a

means of developing simple experiments to test the mechanisn

of lubrication by the TMJ disc. The degree of hydration of
the disc, and duration of surface drying resurted in changes

in the rubrication by the disc. The resurts shosed that, in
order for }ubrication to occur, fluid had to move from of the
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deeper portions of the disc matrix to the articurating
surface. Although the resurts of the ex¡leriments do not prove

that weeping lubrication occurs on the surface of the TllJ

disc, the results are consistent with the weeping tubricatíon
hlpothesis.

The amount of free ftuid in the Tt["I disc, like that of
hyarine cartilage, is likely due to the concentration of
proteog)-ycans in the disc. The suggestion that
glycosaurinogrycans are lost during thinning of the TttJ disc
(Kopp, L9761 could possibry resurt in a reduction in
lubrication properties of the disc. During the experiments it
was noted that some of the pig discs displayed what was

considered to be earry signs of degeneration of the l_ateral
portion of the disc. The signs incruded staining of the
internediate zone and anteroposterior ridging as opposed to
the matte finish of the surface of a pristine disc. À less
frequent finding was clefting between the internediate zone of
the disc and the posterior band. Discs which displayed these
features of earry degeneration showed a higher rate of rise in
friction when compared to a hearthy contralaterar disc from

the same animal. These observations shourd be forlowed up

with a study of the histochenistry and ultrastructure to
deternine if these TMJ discs have characteristics typicar of
early degenerative disease. The pig rnay be a suitabre moder

to study the naturar deveJ-opment of degenerative changes of
the disc and the effect on lubrication.
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The experiments of this study did not attempt to
deternine to what degree the connective tissue of the eminence

and condyle contribute fruid to the weeping mechanism. The

fact that the tissues of the disc are thicker (Hansson et a1.,
L977) night indicate that the disc is the main fluid depot, and

source of weeping lubricant. Further study is required to
examine the tubrication capacity of the connect,ive tissue of
the eninence and condyle. This is inportant, given the
continued surgical practice of complete removar of the disc in
cases of chronic anterior dispracement. Remodelling of the
displaced dísc (Braustein and scapino, 1996) suggests that as

long as some connective tissue remains between the condyle and

eminence, the deforned disc nay stirl perform a useful
function.

4.4.2 Duration of loading and disc 1ubrication

The results of the friction experiments show the dranatic
effect of duration of roading on the friction between the
articulating surfaces. The longer the duration of roading,
the greater the frictional forces between the sliding
surfaces. rt is not. cLear, hov¡ever, if these experiments are

representative of the tine characteristics of lubrication in
vivo. Fron chapter 2, the theoreticar magnitudes of stress,
in vivo, are higher than the experimental conditions using the
penduluro to road the disc. The maximum road used in .the
friction experiments nas 4 N, which was distribut,ed over an
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estimated area of slightry-less than 4 mm2. This gives a

plane stress of about 1 Mpa, which is 2 to 3 tímes less than
the generar stresses carcurated in adul_ts (Figure 2.6). rt is
possible that the coefficient of stiction rises guicker, in
vivo, due to the stress concentration. E:qperiments are
reguired to examine the effect of a range of nagnitudes of
stress on the tine-dependent changes in rubrication by the
disc- rt is likery that the most taxing of arl condylar loads
occurs during isornetric function such as nocturnar asymmetric
clenching and bruxing (Rugh and ohrbach, 1989). During these
periods of parafunction the contralateral condyle is protruded
and loads against the crest, of the eninence.

The results of increasing friction with duration of load
is in keeping with Berrfs (LgB2r p. 145) description of a

phenomenon of sticking of the disc after a period of loading.
However, this phenomenon is likely due to changes in the
integrity of the disc and the ability to provide weeping
rubricant rather than due to the nature of the lubricat,ion
properties of the synoviar fluids. Linn and Radin (1968) have
found that synovial fluids from osteoarthritic joints, in
general, do not show a re¡narkable reduction in lubrication
properties. Ratherr âs the present resurts show, the
phenomenon is probabry related to the integrity of the
articurar tissue. Damage to the fibrous component, of the
connective tissue wÍlr affect the rate of ross.of fruid fron
the natrix. prot,eoglycans may be rnoved avray from areas where
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the danaged collag€n is not able to form a stabre net. The

degree of hydration is compromised since tbere is no osmotic
pressure to attract and hold water in the area. The

consequence is a tocalized area which is not capable of
supporting weeping lubrication.

4.4.3 fmpact loads and TMJ disc lubrication
The structural integrity of the colragen fibres of the

sorid matrix of the disc appears to be essential for the
operation of the weeping mechanism of lul¡rication. À

gradation of matrix damage was produced by a series of irnpact

loads of increasing energy. As demonstrated in Figure 4.LL,
there nas a conmensurate decrease in the ability of the disc
to naintain a low coefficient of stiction as the energy of
inpact was increased. Trauma has often been inpticated in the
degeneration of the TlfJ (ogus, 7g-Bo), arthough the mechanism

by which trauma eventuarly reads to degenerative joint disease
has never been determined. The imrnediate consequence of the
trauma, that being increased frictionar forces at the
initiation of movement, would not be synptomatic. usualry
there is recovery from the trauma with no apparent side
effects. However, as noted by l{eightman et ar. (Lg73,) ,

fatigue failure due to increase in stress in the joint is a

potent mechanism in producing degenerative changes in the
articurar tissues. rn addition, the wear studies of Radin and

Paur (L97L't have shown that there is a relationship between an
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increase- in sliding friction and srear of the art,icurar
surfaces. I{íth respect to the TMJ disc, there is the
possibility that increased friction on the surface of the disc
may result in earlier development of fatigue of the articurar
surfaces. The finding that the discs, when t,ested under

inpact loading, displayed an irnnediate increase in coefficient
of st,iction and rate of increase in stiction was probabry due

to loss of integrity of the collagen fibres of the disc. rt
is unlikely that the disc had a sudden ross of proteoglycans

which courd account for the change in fluid available for
lubrication. Lanir (L987) states that the resístance to fluid
movement is due to the viscous interaction of the rnobile fluid
in the tissue with the cotragen/proteogrycan portion of the
cartilage matrix. The apparent viscosity is affected by the

amount of fluid per unit volume of the disc. rf the volume of
fluid is greater, the fruid can move out of the tissue faster.
By damaging the fibrous colragen net of the disc, more ftuid
is allowed into the disc. The amount of fruid that, can enter

the disc is normatry linited by the balance of osmotic

pressure with the swelling tension created in the fibres.
Loss of- fibre integrity allows for an increase in the amount

of fruid per unit vorume of the disc. rn this manner, larger
rrporestr are created so that when compression of the disc
occurs, the ftuid is rost earlier and is not avairable to
lubricate the surfaces. rn.this mannerrthe impact load might

not, creat,e an obvious fracture of the disc, but does initiate
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the process reading to the eventual fatigue of the disc. The

traumatic event that initiated the process is usualry
forgotten, but its legacy remains.

4.5 8up¡ûary

The longevity of the TMJ is dependent on the control of
stresses in the joint. Normar or prane stresses occur due to
functíonal toading. Tractionat stresses are a result of
friction and ploughing forces, which occur due to movement of
surfaces over each other. rn this chapter, it was shown that,

the Tl[J disc is capable of controrling friction by

lubricating the articurating surfaces. The effícacy of the

lubrication was dependent on factors such as the duration of
roading, degree of hydration of the disc, and the structural
integrity of the disc. The evidence of increased friction due

to reduced hydration is interesting because of reports that
suggest that one of the signs of earry degenerative joint
disease is the loss of proteoglycans from the TMJ disc. The

hydration of the disc is critically dependent on proteogrycan

content. The loss of these macromolecures would resurt in a

reduction in fruid content of the disc, and thus reduce the
ability of the disc to lubricate. The effect of inpact loads

on the lubrication properties of the disc is also inportant.
rnpact, loads to the nandible have been considered to be a
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rikely cause of joint distress, but the evidence has not been

clear because the onset of syrnptorns often follows many years

after the traumatic event (pullinger and seligrnan , Lgg7l . The

loss of rubrication, wíthout frank fairure of the disc,
indicates that a fatigue phenomenon nay be responsible for the
late onset of slmptoms.
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- Cbapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

A prinary airn in studying stress in the TI,LI vras to
identify various factors which influence the nagnitudes of
stresses in the rMJ. Mechanicar stress has been considered t,o

be a princípal agent in the degeneration of articular
cartilage. Extracapsular and íntracapsular rnechanisms are

thought t,o prevent excessive stresses in the TMJ.

rn the present study, several factors vrere examined to
deternine if their presence was influentiar in reducing plane,

tensile and shear stresses in the TMJ. The factors incruded

the generaJ. growth of the loading surface of the condyre and

the degree of congruity of the hard surfaces of the condyre

and articurating surface of the temporar bone. As werl, the

capacity of the disc to act as a load distributing mechanism

and source of lubrication was explored.

rn chapter 2, the resurts of a theoretical analysis
showed that the generar stresses in the TMJ are of the same

magnitude as the generar stresses in other synovial joints.
rt r,tas shown that from birth, there was an age-dependent,

increase in general stress which !¡as a consequence of
increases in isometric bite force during the growing years of
the child. However, the increase in the bite force was 6 to
I tines the increase in the general stresses in the joint.
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Factors such as general growth of the size of the loading

surface of the condyle, combined with minimization of condylar

loads, prevented the stresses in the joint from increasing as

quickty as the age-related increases in the bite force.

However, evidence was presented in chapter 2 which suggested

that the growth of the chondroid bone of the eminence produced

incongruent loading surfaces in the protruded biting position.

The growth mechanism of the eminence produces incongruity

between the osseous surfaces of the condyle and eminence.

This incongruity was shown to be most frequent at the crest of

the eninence.

The evidence of surface incongruity in the joint meant

that unless the TI.IJ disc vras capable of distributing loads

over incongruent surfaces, stress concentration would result,.

This would probably lead to early degeneration of the crest of

the eminence. Experi¡nental techniques nere developed, as

described in chapter 3, which measured the l-oad distribution

by the disc during loading between incongruent hard surfaces.

The results showed that the disc was not remarkable in its
stress distribution characteristics. Stress distribution by

the disc,was similar that of silicone rubber. The ability of

the disc to distribute loads was dependent on the thickness of

the disc. Thinner discs r.¡ere not abl-e to distribute loads

nearly as welI as thicker discs. The stresses measured under

thinner discs hlere much larger than stresses measured under

discs of average thickness. Although the disc does not
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prevent stress concentration on the surfaces of the condyle

and eminence, the disc is much better than hard tissue contact

and better than current alloplastic materials

In addition to infornation on the effects of general

thinning of the disc, the results of chapter 3 also showed a

mechanisn which nay produce aberrant condyrar morphorogies.

It was found that l-ocalized darnage of the disc caused by

stress concentration produces an arteration in the general

stress distribution profile of the disc. Most notably, there

lrere changes in localized areas where stress nas significantly
reduced. rt is proposed that these l-ocal areas provide an

environment, suitabte for chondroblastic proliferation of the

surface of the condyre. This proriferation may eventually
produce the unusuar changes in condyrar morphorogy as reported

in the literature.

The evaluation of the stresses in the TMJ included a

study of the frictionar forces which occur due to sliding
between articurating surfaces. rn a series of experiments, it
hras established that the TMJ disc is a potent mechanism of
attenuating friction forces during the start up of movement.

-The rnajor lubricating mechanism of the disc appears to be

produced by a rrweepingrr of l-ubricating fruid to the surface of
the disc from the deeper portions of the roaded disc. Two

variables, nanely hydration and trauma, rrere studied to
determine the effect on friction by the lubrication provided

by the disc. As shown in chapter 4, the degr-ree of hydration
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of the Tlf.I disc affected the frictional characteristics of the
surfaces. There vras a faster rate of rise of the friction on

the surface of the disc when there rrras less fruid available
for lubrication. Traumatic injury of the disc was produced by

usíng an inpact loading device. rt vras shown that for an

increase in the energy of an impact load, there rrras a

conmensurate increase in friction on the disc surface. The

decreased ability of the disc to lubricate the articulating
surfaces was probably due to damage to the collagen fibres of
the disc.

Overall, the results support the premise that specific
factors, such as growth of the joint and the presence of an

intracapsurar fibrous disc, favourably influence the load

distribution in the joint. The presence of the TMJ disc also
reduces the frictional forces produced during the initiation
of movenent between the articular surfaces. As weII, the

neuromuscular system of the growing child is able to ninimize
joint loads and thus prevent an accelerated increase in loads

t¡ith age-relat.ed increases in bite f orce. However,

conditions exist in which these mechanisms are cornpromised and

there is a conseguent increase in the stresses in the T¡lJ.

The resurts of this theoretical and experimental study support

the hlpothesis that stress contror in the Tt'û is unstabre

because the aforementioned mechanisrns are rinited to
indirectry. influencing stress in the joint. There is a lack
of neural receptors which could directly monitor nagnitudes of
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stress in the articuÌar tissues of the joint.

CONCLI'sION8

This study evaluat,ed several factors vhich vrere thought

to influence the magnitude of mechanical stresses in the TltJ.

It is concluded that,:

1. During isometric biting, the generar stresses in the
TMJ are of the same magnitude as reported for rirnb joints.

2- rncongruity between osseous surfaces in the TMJ

creates local stresses which are approximately 2 to 3 times

the magnitude of the general stresses.

3. rncongruities between joint surfaces occurred more

frequently at the crest of the eninence of the TM.f.

4. Àlthough the TMJ disc does distribute roads, for the
conditions tested, it is not substantiarly better than

silicone rubber.

5. Load distribution by the TMJ disc is dependent on the

thickness of the disc.

6. stress concentration on the disc resurts in changes

in the average load distribution properties of the disc.
7. The TMJ disc has very Iow surface friction at the

start of roading, but as the duration of roading continues,
the friction increases.

8. The very low surface friction of the disc appears to
be due to a weeping mechanism of rubrication which is
sensitive to the degree of hydration of the disc.
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9. Trauma

increase ín the

to the surface of

surface friction.

the TMJ disc result,s in an
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ÀPPENDTX A

Structure and chemistry of the Fíbrous connective Tiggue ofthe fenporomandibular,foi¡t

1. Àrtlcular tissue of the nandibular condyre and tenoor¡l
bone

The articular tissue which covers the mandibular condyle

and tenporal bone of the temporomandiburar joint (Tl.fJ) is a

dense fibrous connective tissue (fibrocartirage), rather than
a hyarine cartilage which is found in other synoviar joints
(I'[ohl, 1983). Moffett (L9s7) showed that the fibrous
connective tissue gras a consequence of ernbryonic deveJ-opnent

of the TuJ. Moffett suggested that the joint was roaded even

though it did not, have hyaline cartilage rining. The

thicknesses of the soft tissues lining the condyle and

tenporal bone are considered to reflect the functional 1oads

to which various areas of the joint are exposed (Hansson et
a1., ]-977'l. . rn generar, the tissues are thickest in the
presumed areas of loading. on the condyre, the tissue rras

thickest on the anterior slope of the cond.yle. on the
tenporal bone, the tissue was thickest on the posterior srope

of the eminence, and at the crest of the eninence.

The fibrous connective tissue of the TtfJ is a mixture of
collagen fibres and gel-tike proteoglycans, which form the
sorid matrix of the tissue. water, with dissorved
electrorytes, forms a ¡robire fruid phase which is capable of
moving through the solid rnatrix. Approximat,ery 70t of the
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dry weight of the solid matrix is type I collagen (Landesberg

et aI. , L989; Fujita and Hoshino, 1989i Livne et al., 1985i

l{ilan et al. , L989; Hirschmann and Shuttleworth, L976'). Small

amounts of type IfI collagen have been reported in the in
vitro development of the TM.t (Ànderson et al., 1990; Yen et
aI, 1990). Type I collagen, âs opposed to type IIf, forms

Iarge strong fibres which makes type I collagen useful in a

joint that is under load.

The organization of fibres in the articulating layers of

the condyle and temporal bone of the Tl"f,I have been described

using light microscopy (Thilander, L964; Scapino, 1983i

Isacsson and Isberg, 1985; de Bont, 1985a), or by a conbined

histologícall histochemical approach (Mitls et al. , 1988,

1989). Scanning electron microscopic (Sm{) descriptions have

been reported by de Bont (1985a), Taguchi et aI. (1980), and

Toller (L973). With respect to the fibres of the connective

tissue lining of the TlGf, several distinct microstructrrral

zones are evident (Thilander, L964; de Bont, 1985a; Taguch.i et

al., 1980) . The articular surface is characterized by thinner
collagen fibre bund.les ¡¡hích are oriented parallel to the

articular surface. The fibrils, are closely packed, randomly

oriented to form a tightly knit network. On occasions

(Taguchi et al., 1980) a wavy pattern has been described, but

I{ilson and Gardner (1984) have expressed concern in
interpreting surface characteristics of this type. The

authors have shown that the techniques of fixation and
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crit,icar drying for sEM significantty distorts the three-
dimensional character of the fibrous matrix. rn the deeper

zones of fibrous connective tissue on the condyle, the

collagen forms larger fibres (coarser), which appear t,o be

anteroposteriorly oriented (de Bont, 1985a). rn the deepest

layers the fibres appear to arcade and insert perpendicurar to
the carcified tide zone of the supporting bone, then arch up

and curve until para1lel with the bone and articular surfaces
(Ahing, L984') .

The three-dimensional character of the fibrous matrix is
particurarry relevant since the orientation of fibres has a
significant effect on the stiffness and st.rength of a fibrous
tissue (Aspden, 1985, Lgg6, 19BB). For example, the typicat
collagen arrangement, of a ligarnent or tendon is
unidirectíonar, and is oriented so that fibre arrangement is
paraller to the line of force that is usuarly placed on the
tendon or ligarnent. Aspden considers collagen stiffness and

strength to be the greatest when for_çes act along the long

axis of the fibre . :'

The organization of the corragen in the superficiar zone

of fibrocartilage of Çhe TMJ condyre and eminence is si¡nirar
to that of hyaJ-ine cartilage found in other synoviat joints.
.Aspden (1985) suggests that, theoretically, the random

orientation of the collagen in fibrous connective tissue
produces isotropy in strength of the superficial rayer. rn
the deeper layers, which display a preferential colragen
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orientation, it might, be expected that, there would be

anisotropy in material properties. This sort of relationship
has been explored for the meniscus of the knee (proctor et
ã1., 1989), and the anisotropy in material properties of the
meniscus have been eregantly denonstrated. until x-ray
diffraction is conducted on the connective tissues of the 5,Jyu,

electron and right microscopy are the only sources of
infornation concerning collagen orientation in the matrix of
the TMJ components. rt has not been determined whether the
different layers of the connectÍve tissue have significantry
different mechanical properties which reflect differences in
fibre orientat.ion.

The other major constituent of the soLid matrix of the
connective tissue of the condyre and eminence are the get-líke
proteogrycans. proteogrycans are rarge polyanionic molecules,
composed of rong chain grycosaminogrycans which are covarently
linked to a protein backbone. Due to the poryanionic
character and large molecular size, the molecules create a

Large osmotic aradient which causes fluid and free cation
influx into the tissue. The result is a swelring of the sorid
matrix unti! such tine that tension on the fibrous component

of the matrix barances the pressure gradient created by the
g]-ycosaninogrycans (for review see Grodzinsky, 19g3; lfaroudas
and venn, L977; venn and Maroudas , Lg77; Tepic et ar. , r9g3¡
Harrigan and Mann, 19BZ).

The proteoglycan portion of the solid matrix is
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responsible for the unique fluid-filled character of the

tissue. The abirity of the tissue to absorb water accounts

for the poroerastic (Mccut,chen, L979, LgB3) or viscoelastic
(F{ow et ar., L984) nechanical behaviour of the tissue.
cornpression of hydrated fibrous tissue such as hyarine

cartiì-age and fibrocartilage (TMJ disc, intervertebral disc,
meniscus of the knee) produces movement of the nobile water

and unbound erectrolytes. This mobire portion of the

connective tissue matrix plays a fundamentar role in several
processes. The transport of nutrients (Ekhorn and Norback,

1951; McKibben and Maroudas, L979¡ Honner and Thompson, L97L¡

salter et a1., 1980) is augmented by the movernent of water

produced by tissue compression. F1uid movement also controls
the rate of compression of the articular surfaces, and

therefore infl-uences the area of contact between articulating
surfaces. This ultinately affects the contact stress between

compressed surfaces. Finarly, the movement of fluid through

the cartilage and out to the surface, provides a weeping

lubricant which gives the surfaces of synoviar joints

remarkabry l-ow coefficients of friction (for review see

l6cCutchen, L979, 1983; Swanson, L979r. The physicochernical

basis of fluid flow in cartilage is dependent on the cortagen-

trapped proteogrycan ¡norecules which, by the nature of their
electronegativity and osmotic effect, affect the movement, of
the polar fruid (saline) through the solid matrix of the

tissue (for review, see Mow et al. , Lgg4-).
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The study by Kopp (L979) presented a topographicar
distribution of surphated glycosaminogrycans in the lining of
the condyre and temporal- component of the T!{"r. Keratin
sulfate and chondroitin sulfate or dermatan sulfate were

identified and found most prevarent in the assumed major

loading areas of the condyle and ternporal bone (oberg 1964¡

Barbenel, L974; Hansson and oberg L977). Kopp also determined

that the degree of metachromasiar ên indication of
concentration of the pericellurar and intercelrurar
grycosarninogrycans, was higher in the rateral portions of the
condyle and eminence than in the medial areas. Because of
Kopprs report, it has been suggested that the roading of the
condyle and eninence is predorninantly on the rateral hatf of
the joint structures.

The developnent of pathosis in other synovial joints has

been shown to be related to the l-oss of proteogrycans (Venn

and Maroudas, L977'). However, it is not known if the loss of
proteoglycans is the crucial event that precedes the
developrnent of pathorogy of synovial joints in general, or the
Tl,fJ in part,icular. The earriest events which eventually
result in degeneration of the tissues of the joint have not,

been identified.

2. Cbenistry and structure of the TUiI disc
The disc of the TMJ, like the meniscus of the *nee, is
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made up of fibrous connective tissue. Although gross features

of the disc distinguish it, from the meniscus of the knee,

there are remarkable sinilarities in chenistry and fibrous
matrix organization (Bullough et aI., L97O; Taguchi et aÌ.,
1980; Proctor et al., 1989). Light and scanning electron

microscopy has shown that the surface of the disc, like the

surface of the condyle and eminence, is formed by a dense mass

of finely lroven fibrils with random orientation. In the

intermedíate portion of the disc, between the anterior and

posterior bands, the deeper portions of the disc contain

collagen which is coarser and uâvy, and has a definite
anteroposterior orientation (Taguchi et aI., 1980; de Bont,

1985arbrdi Thilander, 1964; Fujita and Hoshino, 1989; Scapino,

1983; Griffin et aI., L975; Christen, 1959; Knox, L967¡

Isacsson and Isberg, 1985). fn the anterior and posterior
bands a three-dimensional latticework of collagen fibres is
evident. Large, coarse, collagen fibres are oriented

nediolaterally in the thickened anterior and posterior bands.

This has been presumed to increase the strength of the bands

in the mediolateral direction. Tbe deeper collagen fibres of
the internediate zone of the disc (see figure 1.5 of chapter

1), which are oriented anteroposteriorly, flare into the

anterior and posterior bands. fn the bands, this collagen

interlaces with the collagen running nediolateratly.

. Like the fibrous connective tissue of the condyle and

temporal bone, type r collagen fibres predorninate in the sorid
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matrix of the fibrocartiÌaginous disc (Hirschmann and

Shutt,leworth, L976r. There have been reports of very small

amounts of type II collagen (Landesberg et a1., 1999), but

this may have been due to a dissection tecbnique which

included other tissues. Tlpe III collagen has been reported

in organ culture, although not in large amounts (Carva1ho,

1ee0) .

The proteoglycan component of the disc is dominated by

chondroitin-6-sulphate and/or dermatan sulfate (Granstrom and

Linde, L973). Granstrom and Línde were unable to detect,

keratan sulfate, but they noted that it probably was present,

and that the electrophoretic method of separating

glycosaminoglycans did not separate out the keratan sulfate
portion. Kopp (L976) found that, dermatan sulfate r¡as the

najor source of toluidine blue staining, although it r^ras

probably a mixture of chondroitin sulfate and dermatan

sulfate. The author noted that dermatan sulfate bybridization

occurs which results in chondroitin-6-sulfate and chondroitin-

4-su1fate. This phenomenon been reported by Ada¡ns and Ho

(1987) for other fibrous connective tissues. Kopp (L976)

selectively stained for keratan sulfate, finding that the.

alcian blue stain was heaviest on the surfaces of the disc.
He interpreted that to be the areas of concentration of the

keratan sulfate. stockwelr (1970) had found similar results
for the femoral condyles of the knee. using ¿¡ iw¡ms¡ostaining

technique, Mills et al. (1989) supported Kopprs descript,ion of
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the location of keratan sulfate. Mills and co-workers, using

immunostaining, have identified chondroitin-6-sulfate.

Concentrations $rere primarily pericellular in the anterior

and posterior bands and at, the junction of the bands and the

intermediate zone of the disc. Kuc et aI. (1989) used

monoclonal antibodies to conf irm Mill t s report,s of
pericellular distribution of chondroitin-6-sulfate. They also

reported surface Iocalizations of prodermatan sulfate.

fn summary, Kopp found that the highest concentrations of

glycosarninoglycans hrere in the intermediate zone of the disc.

Thís has been supported by Hasty et aI. (1983), Granstrom and

Linde (L973r, and Mills et al. (1988, 1989). The

glycosaminoglycan profiles described for the TMJ disc are

sinilar to the profiles found in the highly ordered

fibrocartilages of the intervertebral disc (CoIe et aI., 1985)

and canine and human menisci (Adarns and Ho, 1987). The

mechanical behaviour of fibrous connective tissue under

conpressive loading depends nainly on the charge density of

the proteoglycans and interrnolecular constraints such as

entanglements of the proteoglycans in the collagen fibrous net

(Grodzinsky, 1983).

It was Kopp G976, L978) who suggested the relat,ionship

between thinning of the disc and scarcity of
glycosaminoglycans. Kopp (L976) and Hansson et aI. (L977,

considered thinning of the disc as the early beginning of

degenerative joint disease. It is not clear hov thinning of
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the dÍsc occurs, and whether there is frank loss of
proteoglycans during the thinníng process.

3. Structure and chemistry of degenerative dieease ln the Tt{at

"Optima1 loading is thought, to be
necessary for the health of the joint, but
overÌoading and underloading may involve the
risk of injury to the joint tissues (Radin et
â1, 72¡ Lancet 9:519). According to this line
of thought, analysis of stresses placed on thejoints would be desirable, but this is a very
difficult matter to investigate. No attempts
have been made to measure such stresses in the
fMJ in vivo though the methods for doing so
have been developed for large joints
(Nachemoson and Morr.is , 1964) . tt (frorn
Carlsson and Oberg, Oral Sciences Rev 6:53-
86, L974, p. 791.

Perhaps Carlsson and Oberg were a bit optinistic in their
expectations, for it was not until 1986 that Hodge et aI.
reported the first in vivo measurements of articular stress in
the human hip. In fact, a theoreticaÌ analysis of stresses in
the Tl,tJ has not been possible untiL recently because the

magnitudes of TMJ loads were not known (Srnith et al., 1996).

It is generally agreed that osteoarthritis (degenerative

joint disease) is a lesion brought about by either an increase

in repetitive loading on a tissue so as to exceed 'the

functional capacity of the tissue, or the functional capacity

of the tissue is reduced to a point where it is unable to
maintain integrity during normal loading (Ogus, LgTg-BOl.

Howerl (1984) ident.ified three major classes of degenerative
joint disease based on aetiopathology. rn the first c1ass,
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mechanical forces result in bionechanical failure of the
tissue, following which there is chemical degeneration of the
cartilage. According t,o Hoverrrs definition of the second

classification, the mechanics of the cartilage is normal to
begin with, but there is a fairure of chondrocytes t,o repair
and regenerate the normar ageing cartilage (l{eiss and Mirow,

]-9721. Therefore, the tissue woüta eventually lose its
ability to withstand routine stresses due to earry chenical
changes in the solid natrix of the tissue. Finally, the third
class of degenerative joint disease is based on an aetiorogy
of degeneration due to extracartilaginous factors such as

synoviar responses, microfracture of bones, and endocrine
factors. This crass is particuÌarly interesting wíth respect
to the TtfiI since recent evidence of estrogen receptors in the
Tl.Lf (Aufdenorte et al., 1986) has renewed specuÌation as to
why women seem to report having more probrems associated with
intracapsular derangement, of the TMJ.

ogus (1979-90) notes that degenerative changes of the TMJ

in young patients is by no means a rarity. The earlier onset
of degenerative joint disease in the TMJ, as opposed to other
joints, suggests a special aetiology, such as increased stress
on the joint surfaces (see also solberg et ar., 1985i van

willigan et, ar., 1986). For the TMJ, it rnay be possible to
separate the degenerative process into a simpre

classification; that being prirnary and secondary processes

(Mitcherl and cruess, Lg77; sokol0ff, tg7gl. primary
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degenerative disease is due to excessive stress on a normal
matrix. secondary degenerative disease is due to a

compromised matrix and nor¡ual stresses. There is no evidence
to suggest that the young Tl,ü is more rikery to have an

abnormal matrix than other joints in the body. Therefore,
arthough the secondary mechanism can not b€ rured out in
specific cases of TMJ degenerative disease, the evidence of
earlier developurent of TMJ degenerative disease suggests a

predorninance of a mechanism of excessive stress on a normal
matrix.

There is debate concerning the differences between normal
ageing of the articular tissues, and the earliest, changes in
the tissues that eventually lead to degenerative joint
disease. solberg et al. (1985) noted that it was not clear if
the açte changes such as localized thinning of the rateral
component of the disc had an absoluter oE merely contributory
effectr oD the development of degenerative joint disease.
solberg and co-workers reported that of all young adurts
(approximately 22 years of age) examined in their study, 87+

shon¡ed intracapsular changes. Approximatery 4oz showed

between mild and marked deviation in form of arl three joint
components. Milder forms occurred in younger individuars.
The authors suggested that deviation in fols hras an adaptive
phenomenon, and degenerative joint disease sas not present.
Rather, in these younger individuaÌs, soft tissue changes were
more prominent, which h¡as in keeping witJr other studies
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(Dolwick, L983; Dolwick et ar., 1993; Hansson and oberg,

1977; Hansson and Nordstrom, 1977; rsberg-Holm and westesson

1'982'1. de Bont ( 1985b, c, d) concruded that severar age

rerated changes sueh as fibrillation and lipping are also
histopathological characteristics of the degenerative joint
disease. structuralry, these features are indistinguishable
from normal ageing. However, the age factor must be

considered, and if the disease occurs in a zo year old, it is
premature ageing, otherwise classified as prinary degenerative
joint disease. rn contradistinction, a 60 year old individuar
with degenerative joint disease is rikely to have deveroped

the disease as a consequence of normal ageing, and hence it is
a secondary joint disease.

oberg et ar . (L97 L) noted f rorn observat.ions r âS did
Blacknood (1963) and Moffett et ar. (1964) that, arthritis
usualry involved the disc first. rt was noted that the discs
in younger individuars were thicker in the periphery than was

the case in discs from older individuals. The final arthrotic
change in the disc was the deveroprnent of a perforation. The

articulating surface of the eminence was the next surface to
show changes, and finalry, tþe condyre surface was the last of
aII to show damage (Solberg et aI., 1985).

rn the studies of the rMJ, right microscopy (st,eínhardt,
L934; l{offett et aI. , L964; Brackwood, 1966; Hansson et al.,
L977'), and erectron microscopy (Torrer L977¡. Torrer and

t{ilcox, L978; de Bont, lg8sbrcrdi Taguchi et ar., 19go) have
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enhanced the understanding of the historogy associat,ed with
degenerative joint disease. The advancements made by scanning

electron microscopy have been advantageous, for it gives the
first opportunity to examine the surface of the cartirage for
the ninutest earry changes. These early changes are
particularly important,, as noted by Byers (Lg7S), who in
conjunction with a working party of anatomists noted that the
ordinary historogic descriptions of the disease are an

oversimprification of the degenerative process, and do not
take into account the very earliest changes in the articurar
cartilage.

The most, not,able change to the matrix of the fibrous
connective t,issue $¡as the destruction and disarray of the
colragen fibres. The fibres showed a looser disorderly
arrangement, with individual fibre diameter being reduced and

fibres showing signs of fragmentation. The degenerative

features most frequently seen (de Bont, lggsbrcrdi g of 22

joints in a light microscopic study) was horizontal splitting
of the fibrous connective tissue interface with the ossified
cartirage. This type of splitting at the osseous tidenark has

also been reporteQ for the patelra of the knee (Armstrong,

1986; Meachim and Bentry, L97B; Meachim and Àllibone, LgB4l.
The feature was explained as a shear fairure at, the cartirage-
bone interface. This horizontar spritting arso occurred ín
the niddle zones of the connective tissue rining the TMJ (de

Bont, 1985brcrd). Deeper zone spritting was usually
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accompanied by fibrosis of the adjacent bone marrow. The

resurts are similar to the descriptions of Torler (L973, Lg74,)

and sokoloff (L979) for hyaline joints. Bean et al. (L977)

noted that these degenerative changes can occur deep in
cartilage, yet the cartilage has a macroscopically intact
articular surface. The authors found that almost aIl
degenerative resions of the soft tissues were accompanied by

destruction of the subarticular compact bone. rt is not known

what kinds of changes occurred in the mechanics of the tissue
with these changes in the deeper layers of tissue.

There is debate whether glycosaminogrycan loss is the
primary event leading to the fracture of the corlagen matrix.
Focar loss of glycosaminogrycans has been considered by Bany

as the first, event associated with onset of degenerative joint
disease (reviewed by Ahing, 1984). There is an anirnar nodel,
a strain of mice susceptibre to degenerative joint disease,
which supports this view (Livne et ar, 1985). At maturation,
the glycosaminogrycan profires change, with smaller amounts

produced. only in a more advanced stage of the disease is
there fibrirlation and marked tissue changes. rt must be

pointed out, that, in humans, there are age related changes in
grycosaminogrycan synthesis (Roughley and white, 1980;

Roughrey 1987). According to definition, this type of
degenerative joint, disease is a secondary degenerative
condition due to norrnal roading on a compromised matrix
(Malenud and shuckett,, L9g7; Mitchet and cruess, Lg77,).
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- rn the developnent of primary degenerative joint disease

in hyaline cartilage, the ross of soríd matrix integrity is
due to excessive stress or frequency of loading. This can

occur without, early changes in the chemistry of the tissue.
rf, as concruded by de Bont (lggsb,crd), the process is the
sane for fibrous articurar cartirage or hyaline cartilage,
then the changes are in the fibrous cornponent of the natrix
without, grycosaminoglycan loss. For example, I{eíghtnan et al.
(7973), in a fatigue analysis of hyarine cartirage, produced

surface fibrillation by repetitive roading. rt was concluded

that the fibrillation was caused by fatigue of the surface

fibres. chenical anarysis conducted by the authors faired to
demonstrate any changes in the fixed charge density
(erectronegativity) , even though cartil_age lras f ibrillated.
Weightrnan and co-workers concluded that the surface damage e¡as

not, due to the loss of glycosarninogrycans. Hukins et ar.
(1984), using numerical nodetring, demonstrated that early
failure of the matrix in the region of the niddre and deep

layers of bound connective tissue Leads to increased
compressibility of the cartirage. This resurts in an increase
in tensile stress on the surface, which in turn increases the
potential for surface fatigue.

These are interesting resul-ts since the surface of the
cartirage is a potentiar porous firter (Mccutchen, 1993) which

excrudes rarge vorume macromorecules such as enzymes. of
particular interest, with respect, to the surface barrier of
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articular cartilage, is the prevention of activation of ratent
metalloproteinases which would otherwise initiate catabolisn
of fibrous tissue proteoglycans (campberr et al_., L9g6a,b¡

Tyrer, 1985; Murphy et al. , L}BL; pujor and Loyau, L}BT).

Àlthough it has not been studied extensively in
fibrocartilage, latent metalroproteinases of hyaline cartirage
are secreted by the chondrocytes. Inhibition of these calcium
dependent enzymes is by a macromorecule termed tissue
inhibitor metarloproteinase (TrMp). Àctivation of the ratent
metalloproteinases is accornprished by factors such as prasmin,

which remove the TrMp blocker from the enzyme, thus activating
the enzlme to initiate proteoglycan degradation. plasnin has

been shown to activate the enzyme, and monocyte factor (MCF),

which is released by macrophages in the synovial fluid, is
capable of increasing the release of latent netalloproteinase
from chondrocytes. Thus, not only are the concentrations of
latent enzyme increased, but the rate of activation of the
enzlme is al-so increased. McF is released by macrophages

which have been in contact with tissue debris and degradation
products (Pujor and Loyau, 1987). McF, once it is available
to synovial celIs, results in rerease of active plasnin from

synovial cerls. Thus, tissue debris has the doubre effect of
causing the release of substances which increase the
concentration of latent net,arloproteinases, as well as the
release of factors which activate the rnetalloproteinases in
the cart,ilage. rf the surface of the cartilage is
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compromised, these activator substances may gain access to the
deeper portions of the matrix, and conpromise the integrity of
the tissue by causing degradation of proteoglycans. Although
it has not been tested, this mechanism may account for the
loss of grycosaminogrycans from tissues with fibrirlated
surfaces. I{ith loss of grycosaurinogrycans there is increased
compressibility of the tissue for a given stress (venn and

Maroudas, L9771 . As r+etr, with loss of surface integrity,
there is the potential for increase in surface roughness, and

perhaps some reduction in the efficiency of rubrication
between surfaces (Linn, Lg67; Linn and Radin, 1969). The

increased compressibility results in increased deformational
losses (proughing friction) during joint movement (Linn,
L9671. A decreased efficacy in lubrication resurts in greater
tractional stresses on the surfaces. A1r together, there are
likery to be increased tensire and shear stresses on the
surface which further compromise the integrity of the
articulating layers.

l. The role of tbe disc in degenerative ioint disease

Although oberg et ar. (1971) and others (Kopp, L976¡

solberg et al-., 1985) have stated that the disc is often the
first to display signs of deg,eneration, there is nothing in
the riterature to describe the earriest changes in disc

. nicrostructure. oberg has noted that thinning, whether due to
ageing or other processes, seems to be a co¡nmon trait. Kopp
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(L9761 indicated that the earliest change detected was a

thinning of the disc, and concomitant, decrease in staining for
glycosaminoglycans. This is what led hin to conclude that
thinning was the most irnportant feature of early changes in
the disc. It is not apparent how the thinning occurs, and

whether it is preceded by loss of glycosarninoglycans.

À debate still continues concerning the displacement of
the TI,[J disc and the continued health of the condyle and

eminence. de Bont (1985c) Iooked at disc position and

degenerative changes in the condyle and eminence. de Bont

noted that 11 of 14 patients with deviation in form or frank

displacement of Èhe disc showed degenerative changes such as

horizontar splitting of the connective tissue surfaces on the

condyles and eminence. It appeared that a displaced disc

usually meant signif icant rrageingrr of the condyle and

eminence. However, similar degenerative changes were seen in
4 of 8 patients with so-called normal disc positions.

Therefore, a disc in proper position did not always guarantee

good health of the other components. However, for those

cases in which he noted nornal disc locat,ion, de Bont failed
to detail whether significant thinning of the d.isc had

occurred without frank displacement of the disc.
Consequently, de Bont, was unable to show that there vJas a

causal relationship between disc thinning and/or disc position
and degenerat,ive joint disease. The results are similar to
the results of Stockwell et aI. (t_983), Scapino (1993), and
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westesson and Rohlin (1994). There has been considerabre
interest in the relationship betveen disc displacenent, and

degeneration of the condyre and eminence (weinberg, 1990;

Dolwick et al., 1993; westesson and Rohrin, Lgg4; Blaustein
and scapino, 1996; Hetrny et al., 19gB; Kurita et ar. , Lggg

Tolvanen et aI., 1988). perhaps future examination of the
thickness of the discr âs werl as position of the disc and

congruity of the osseous surfaces, wirl resolve this issue.
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